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INTRODUCTION

This Science and Implementation Plan sets out the agenda for the next decade of earth 
system governance research. In this section, we present a new vision developed by the 
research community and describe the background and process of developing the plan. 
We explain the structure of the plan, and provide an overview of environmental, 
economic, social and political trends that define the context of the next generation of 
earth system governance research. To facilitate high-quality and novel earth system 
governance research, we need to regularly rethink the relevance and urgency of our 
research endeavour in light of a changing world and changing earth system.

This plan builds on successful elements of the previous plan but adds new research 
lenses and approaches that have come to the fore and will be important to earth system 
governance in the coming decade. While the timeframe of this plan is the next ten 
years, we expect that there will be active engagement and discussion when taking it 
forward, to ensure high relevance to governance challenges and new scientific findings.

The implementation of this plan will be aided by shorter-term action plans developed 
by the Scientific Steering Committee.

1.1 Background and Process

The Earth System Governance Project was launched in 2009 to explore governance 
mechanisms addressing multilevel environmental change, as presented in its ten-year 
Science and Implementation Plan (Biermann et al., 2009a). The Science and 
Implementation Plan proposed to coordinate research using a framework of five 
analytical problems: Accountability, Adaptiveness, Agency, Allocation and access, and 
Architecture (‘the five As’), with crosscutting themes of knowledge, norms, power and 
scale. 

Since 2009, the earth system governance research network has grown and is now well 
established in the scientific community. Project activities have expanded to include 14 
research centres, more than 65 lead faculty members, 60 senior research fellows, 210 
research fellows, and about 20 otherwise affiliated researchers, coordinators and staff, 
as well as a considerable communication and outreach capacity and a wide variety of 
conferences, initiatives and publication series delivered. A decade after its inception, it 
is now a timely moment to update the existing Earth System Governance Research 
Framework to reflect new innovations, opportunities and complexities emerging in 
earth system governance, and to continue to stimulate a pluralistic, vibrant and 
relevant research community in this field. While most of the five As are still seen as 
relevant, a need has been identified to more prominently incorporate concepts like 
democracy, power, anticipation and imagination in the analytical framework.
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With this new Science and Implementation Plan for the next decade, the aim is to learn 
from past achievements and simultaneously take the next step in our ability and efforts 
to understand new, emerging and existing problems and solutions related to global 
environmental change. The new plan also aims to expand the global mobilization of 
researchers, stimulate and facilitate research collaboration, and effectively 
communicate and engage with society.

Our vision is to understand, imagine and help realize just  
and sustainable futures by stimulating a pluralistic, vibrant and  

relevant research community

The first steps towards this plan were taken through open discussions with the Earth 
System Governance Lead Faculty and research fellows as well as the wider community 
at the 2014 Norwich Conference on Earth System Governance, and the 2015 Canberra 
Conference on Earth System Governance, which identified issues for a next-generation 
research agenda and new potential modes of collaboration and engagement with 
society. In 2016, the New Directions Initiative was launched. A team of lead authors 
was established to co-develop a Science and Implementation Plan with the earth 
system governance research community. The 22 lead authors represented a variety of 
disciplines, areas of research expertise, gender and geographical balance. Five 
coordinating lead authors were selected by the group, with the responsibility to initiate 
the discussion and coordinate the writing process. At the 2016 Nairobi Conference on 
Earth System Governance, the lead authors met to develop the first draft of the table of 
contents. It was then presented to and discussed with the conference participants. 
Based on this feedback, the lead authors developed a full draft Science and 
Implementation Plan for discussion during and after the 2017 Lund Conference on 
Earth System Governance. Based on feedback received at the conference, the lead 
authors revised the plan and presented it at a round table at the 2018 Annual 
Convention of the International Studies Association in San Francisco, April 2018.

In May and June 2018, the full draft was made available online for review and feedback 
by the entire earth system governance community of researchers. Based on this 
feedback, the coordinating lead authors led the final revision. The final plan was 
launched at the 2018 Utrecht Conference on Earth System Governance, in November 
2018.
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In parallel with the New Directions process, a Harvesting Initiative was launched by 
the Earth System Governance Project, whereby the Lead Faculty and other members of 
the community synthesized research findings from the past decade and sought to 
establish the key lessons and insights for future governance of the earth system.

We aimed for a transparent and inclusive writing process for this new Science and 
Implementation Plan. Therefore, drafts of the table of contents and of the plan itself 
have been discussed with the earth system governance community at various 
conferences and meetings, and information has been available on the Earth System 
Governance Project’s website. Further, the lead author team has been conscious of the 
need to balance sustainability, durability and consistency – in terms of keeping 

2006  Appointment of a Scientific Planning Committee to design a new core project 
under the International Human Dimensions Programme on Global 
Environmental Change

2007  2007 Amsterdam Conference on Earth System Governance (first global 
conference on earth system governance, shaping the new research agenda)

2009  Launch of the Earth System Governance Project and the original Science and 
Implementation Plan in New Delhi

2014  Initial discussions on new directions at the 2014 Norwich Conference on 
Earth System Governance

2015  Continued discussions on new directions at the 2015 Canberra Conference 
on Earth System Governance

2016  Lead authors were invited and coordinating lead authors selected to start 
writing a new Science and Implementation Plan

  Lead authors met at the 2016 Nairobi Conference on Earth System 
Governance and presented an outline of the plan to all conference 
participants

2017  A full draft plan was discussed by lead authors at a meeting prior to the Lund 
conference and its key elements were discussed with conference participants 
in plenary

2018  Earth system governance community invited to review a revised plan in early 
summer

 Coordinating lead authors led the final revision of the plan

  Launch of the new Earth System Governance Science and Implementation 
Plan at the 2018 Utrecht Conference on Earth System Governance

Table 1
The New Earth System Governance Science and Implementation Plan: Process and Timeline
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elements of the existing analytical framework (the five As), to maintain a joint 
terminology for the community, enable longer-term research and lesson-drawing, and 
offer opportunities to validate theories – with the need to refresh and build on the 
advances of the last decade. Novel approaches and innovative concepts are needed to 
study new and emerging – as well as existing – unsolved problems. For example, 
including research lenses like anticipation and imagination, and contextual conditions 
like transformation and the Anthropocene, reflect the need to systematically study how 
societies prepare for accelerated climate change and wider earth system change as well 
as policy responses. They are also needed to extend, diversify and globalize the 
research network, to benefit from a wider set of research disciplines and traditions and 
more geographically diverse membership. For example, we have included a stronger 
emphasis on democracy as a research lens in order to better add culturally informed 
perspectives on governance. Finally, we have strived to ensure simplicity in this new 
Science and Implementation Plan, to not predetermine research questions, to avoid 
excessive jargon and to recognize the new digital landscape, which has facilitated more 
direct, efficient and inclusive research communication and networking.

1.2 Relevance and Urgency

In setting out a new scientific agenda it is useful to begin by critically questioning why 
earth system governance research continues to be needed, and what form it should 
take. The world has changed tremendously over the last decade since the former 
Science and Implementation Plan was developed. While successes have been secured 
in promoting human development and reversing some environmentally unsustainable 
trends (Pinker, 2018), new problems have emerged, longstanding problems remain 
inadequately addressed and many diverse problems are becoming ever more tightly 
intertwined. Global shifts in interconnected social, political, economic, technological 
and environmental systems are reshaping the empirical context for earth system 
governance research in profound ways. These changes challenge earth system 
governance researchers to rethink the relevance and urgency of our work.

The scale and rate of change in both natural and human systems is accelerating. Some 
global indicators have improved in recent years – for example, the growth of fossil fuel 
carbon dioxide emissions seems to have slowed down in recent years (GloBal CarBon 
ProjeCt, 2017), the number of oil spills has dropped (itoPF, 2018) and the spatial extent 
of marine and terrestrial protected areas has increased globally (UneP-WCmC and 
iUCn, 2016). Many others demonstrate rapid change and cause for concern, like 
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration (noaa, 2017), biodiversity loss (iUCn, 2017) 
and global fish stock depletion (Fao, 2016). Furthermore, global trends mask local 
problems and uneven distribution of environmental pressures and impacts, including 
food insecurity, water stress and vulnerability to natural hazards. Air pollution is 
having dire human health and environmental effects, not least in growing urban areas 
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in the developing world (Watts et al., 2015). Global plastics waste is projected to 
continue to increase rapidly, by more than four times by 2050 (Geyer, jamBeCk and 
laW, 2017). Compared with 1990, natural disasters are more frequent and have higher 
costs (GUha-saPir et al., 2017), as well as non-economic losses. While there has been 
relative decoupling of carbon dioxide emissions with economic growth at the global 
level (World Bank, 2018), the fact that the global economy has grown faster means 
that there has not yet been an absolute decoupling. Similar trends of concern – but 
also signs of progress – are visible in many of the issue areas that earth system 
governance research has engaged with, such as climate change, deforestation, marine 
ecosystems, resource extraction, growing cities and food security.

Some new issues have made their way from scientific study to broader public 
awareness, like ocean acidification, ocean plastics, Arctic melting and the broader 
phenomenon of climate tipping points. UNEP (2017) has recently identified 
antimicrobial resistance, engineered nanomaterials, sand and dust storms, and 
environmental displacement as emerging environmental issues with global 
implications. Specific manifestations of environmental change have over the past 
decade been increasingly connected through overarching diagnoses and concepts. For 
example, the implications of entering the Anthropocene epoch are the subject of hot 
debate in scientific circles (e.g. Waters et al., 2016; leWis and maslin, 2015) and 
some domains of public discourse (e.g. the eConomist, 2011; kolBert, 2011). 
Concepts like ‘planetary boundaries’ have been developed and invoked by various 
actors, responding to calls for concerted global action across environmental changes 
beyond climate change (roCkström et al., 2009). The most recent benchmarking 
against the planetary boundaries suggests that human societies have transgressed four 
of the boundaries (biosphere integrity, biogeochemical flows, land-system change, 
climate change; steFFen et al., 2015B).

Compared with ten years ago, problem awareness has undoubtedly increased  
generally (see e.g. stokes, Wike and Carle, 2015) and in some actor groups 
particularly (e.g. business and finance sectors; see CdP, 2017), fuelled by intensified 
communication outside the traditional environmental arena. In the lead-up to the 
milestone 2015 Paris climate negotiations, a more optimistic discourse emerged that 
emphasized solutions within reach, not least facilitated by the price on renewable 
energy technologies falling more quickly than expected (ren21, 2017). Electric vehicle 
penetration is increasing quickly (iea, 2017a). The business and financial risks of 
unfettered global environmental change, as well as ambitious environmental policies, 
are increasingly being discussed and quantified (e.g. tCFd, 2017), leading to growing 
potential for anticipatory action like climate-proofing of supply chains, divesting from 
fossil fuel resources to avoid stranded assets, and revised business strategies.

Over the past decade, the governance response to growing problem awareness at the 
global level has frequently been to increase the level of ambition of targets, as seen for 
example with the 2010 Aichi targets on biodiversity, the 2015 Paris climate target to 
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limit global warming to 2°C and preferably 1.5°C degrees and the 2015 UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. Concrete mechanisms to achieve these kinds of targets, however, 
have generally become less specified and more uncertain, leading to studies of 
‘governance through goals’ (kanie and Biermann, 2017). There appears to have been a 
general shift away from ‘hard law’ frameworks towards voluntary, ‘pledge-and-review’ 
approaches. While this shift could be seen as a symptom of a general decline in 
multilateralism, the new approaches can also be seen as ‘all-hands-on-deck’ and 
crowd-sourced models where both state and non-state actors contribute and can be 
held to account by their respective constituencies (Chan et al., 2015).

In either case, in the coming decade the onus is on states and sub-national actors, as 
national plans and domestic action to achieve the targets need to be implemented. It 
remains to be seen to what extent such a large-scale and society-wide implementation 
effort will develop new governance approaches, and to what extent it will rely on 
traditional policy tools such as taxation, regulation, and public and private investment 
or a mix thereof. It also remains to be seen how domestic implementation will be 
characterized by multi-level governance, and how power and authority will be 
configured among national, sub-national and non-state actors.

The pace of change required in our societies, particularly to achieve the 1.5°C or 2°C 
degree targets, is stunning. A 2018 IPCC assessment shows that to limit warming to 
1.5°C with no or low overshoot, carbon dioxide emissions must start declining in the 
early 2020s and be around 40% lower in 2030 compared with 2010 (iPCC, 2018:FiGUre 
sPm.3a). It has been suggested this level of effort would require the realization of a 
‘carbon law’ that is a halving of emissions each decade (roCkström et al., 2017). This 
is unprecedented in international environmental cooperation, which has typically been 
based on longer timetables and more gradual change – as compared with deep 
decarbonization and deep adaptation of entire societies and economies (Patterson et 
al., 2018).

Compared with a decade ago, there are more calls for broad and deep societal 
transitions or transformation, including shifts in individual behaviour and social 
norms, than for discrete policy interventions (such as a carbon cap-and-trade scheme) 
or singular technological innovations. Embarking on societal transitions, which 
encompass whole innovation systems and a wide set of path-dependent policy 
incentives and social norms, means governance dilemmas abound. For example, how 
can ‘just transitions’ for people in economies dependent on fossil fuel revenues be 
ensured (neWell and mUlvaney, 2013)? Distributional impacts from transitions are 
raised both by fossil fuel workers and industry in developed countries, and by 
developing countries who are exploring new untapped fossil reserves. Research 
questions around transitions are made more complex considering the changing social 
and political dynamics seen in many parts of the world.
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These changing social and political dynamics include income inequality, which is 
falling globally but increasing in many parts of the world, both developed and 
developing (issC, ids and UnesCo, 2016; Piketty, 2014). Rising inequalities have been 
used to explain a series of conditions, such as decreasing social trust and growing 
political polarization (see e.g. PUtnam, 2015; GoUld and hijzen, 2016; dUCa and 
savinG, 2016). Populist tendencies are seen in different parts of the world (e.g. rodrik, 
2017), which question perceived elite establishments, the nature of the social contract 
and how national self-interest is defined – all with potential impacts for earth system 
governance.

Migration and mobility is also changing the social and political fabric of societies, as it 
has throughout history. At the global level, the number of migrants has been rising, 
with an estimated 244 million migrants in 2015 (iom, 2017). In recent years, the level of 
forced displacement (refugees, asylum seekers and internally displaced people) has 
increased rapidly. In parallel with debates on social and political challenges and 
opportunities of refugee flows, the prospect of displacement induced by environmental 
change and ‘climate refugees’ has been increasingly raised, although large uncertainties 
characterize quantitative estimates (see e.g. Warner, 2010; FarBotko and lazrUs, 
2012). Considering international migration more broadly, there has been a slow 
upward trend in the number of international migrants relative to world population, 
from 2.2% in 1970 to 3.3% in 2015 (iom, 2017). Most migration takes place between 
developing countries, and the economic significance of remittance flows globally has 
continued to increase.

Over the past ten years, the world map has been redrawn not just in terms of changing 
income levels and human mobility, but also changing geopolitics and trade patterns. 
Emerging economies such as China, India and Brazil have matured, and particularly 
China has been described as a new climate leader, whether motivated by domestic 
public opinion related to environmental quality or foreign policy opportunities. With 
the Trump administration entering office in 2017, a more uncertain era started 
regarding the role of the United States in earth system governance. Meanwhile, the 
capacity of the European Union to provide leadership has been questioned in light of 
the United Kingdom’s decision to exit (Brexit) and other large member states 
struggling to meet their own targets. The last decade has seen some groups emerge, 
like the BASIC group that formed for the 2009 Copenhagen climate negotiations, and 
other traditional forums continuing to operate, like G77 and G20. Roles are being 
reshaped within blocs, such as new development banks being established by BRICS 
economies, particularly in Asia. More diffusely, there are several examples across the 
world of national-level retreats from liberal democracy in recent years, and even 
democratic decay in mature democracies (FUkUyama, 2014). This – as well as 
questioning of the liberal democracy model itself – is a cause for growing uncertainty 
about the stability and capacity of the global governance arena within which earth 
system governance occurs.
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Technological change in the 21st century is rapid and sometimes disruptive. Except 
perhaps for debates on geoengineering technologies, it has been a largely neglected 
boundary condition in earth system governance research, but increasingly cannot be 
ignored. Increased automation will have implications for jobs and the labour market 
globally. Algorithmic systems, artificial intelligence and blockchain technology will 
have implications for decision-making, power and accountability at unprecedented 
scales. Rapid improvements of hardware such as sensors, the emergence of big data, 
the ‘internet of things’ and distributed renewable energy capacity will have implications 
for resource use, impacting all parts of the biosphere. With the information revolution 
over the past decade, there is an emerging concern that the internet and social media 
now facilitate a ‘post-truth’ era and spreading of inflammatory or factually incorrect 
news stories about, for example, climate change. All these shifts may have major 
implications for the limits and possibilities of earth system governance, which now 
needs to contend with hyper-connected global financial markets underpinned by 
advanced algorithms (Galaz et al., 2015), tele-coupling phenomena arising from 
complex global resource supply chains (liU et al., 2015) and growing political 
polarization.

Moreover, interconnections between social, political, technological and economic 
change across the globe shift the boundary conditions for earth system governance, 
posing major new challenges for scholars. This creates a context of ‘globally networked 
risks’ (Galaz et al., 2017) within which earth system governance is embedded. These 
risks involve rapid change in human systems, technological as well as unfolding earth 
system changes.

As a number of new challenges and opportunities have emerged, significant 
achievements have also been made. The level of human development is higher globally 
than ever before, largely due to poverty reduction strategies in China, India and 
elsewhere (UndP, 2016). This has been associated with rapid urbanization. Many of the 
world’s cities and regions now stand on the brink of making major infrastructure 
investments (nCe, 2016) and, taking up this challenge, some of them increasingly assert 
themselves as key agents for change for low-carbon transitions. The next couple of 
decades is likely to see a tremendous wave of global infrastructure investment, both 
within and beyond cities, which will have profound impacts on the biosphere 
(elmqvist et al., 2013), with critical implications for addressing climate change and 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

The empirical context for earth system governance is thus rapidly changing and 
becoming more complex and dynamic than a decade ago. While the global 
environment and development agenda was updated in 2015-16 through several major 
global agreements, including the UN Sustainable Development Goals and Agenda 2030 
as an integrative mechanism, the extreme urgency for climate action stands out as one 
of the most challenging issues facing the globe. This cannot be overstated.
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Considering interconnections and global variation in impacts and progress, there is no 
simple list of empirical areas and problems that should guide the next generation of 
earth system governance research. Future research should focus on emerging 
problems, as well as longstanding, intractable ones. Multiple levels of earth system 
governance and interactions between environmental and societal problems will require 
examination and critical engagement.

While flexibility is important in terms of the empirical areas and trends that the next 
ten years of earth system governance research focuses on, this plan sets out an 
analytical framework that we hope acts as a source of mobilization, coordination and 
stability in the joint research effort. Future earth system governance research should 
also be open to regularly rethinking what issues it engages with and how, to ensure its 
continued relevance in the face of ever-more complex and urgent global challenges. To 
ensure responsiveness to a changing research environment, this plan will be 
complemented by short-term action plans developed by the Scientific Steering 
Committee.

KEY POINTS
•  The scale and rate of earth system change has in many ways increased, making 

improved governance more urgent than ever. At the same time, some unsustainable 
trends have been reversed, meaning there are examples to be emulated.

•  At the international level, there has been a shift towards emphasizing more inclusive 
and voluntary approaches in earth system governance, although these targets and 
pledges will need to be effectively implemented over the coming decade.

•  In the context of sustainability transitions, a range of changing social, political, 
geopolitical and technological dynamics outside of the environmental governance 
sphere need to be understood and considered.

•  While some earth system governance research topics remain relevant, the new 
Science and Implementation Plan must consider new issues, emerging world trends 
and imperatives for broad societal transformation. The analytical framework in 
Section 2 includes new contextual conditions and partially new research lenses that 
open up for better informed study of contemporary and future earth system 
governance challenges and opportunities.

 
1.3 Structure of the Plan

After this introduction, Part I presents the scientific part of the plan and the new Earth 
System Governance Research Framework. Section 2 gives an overview of the 
framework and its two main elements and explains how the framework can be used to 
help generate research questions. Section 3 elaborates on the first element, namely 
four contextual conditions. Transformations, inequality, Anthropocene and diversity 
have emerged as key issues in scientific and societal debates over the past decade and 
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will likely shape debates over the coming decade. Section 4 elaborates on the second 
element: the five sets of research lenses. These five pairs of concepts represent dynamic 
clusters of social scientific research, each inviting the engagement of diverse disciplines 
and research traditions: architecture and agency; democracy and power; justice and 
allocation; anticipation and imagination; and adaptiveness and reflexivity.

Part II of the plan shifts the focus to implementation of earth system governance 
research, as well as activities of the Earth System Governance Research Alliance. In 
Section 5, different ontologies and epistemologies, methodologies and methods for 
conducting earth system governance research are discussed, together with a reflection 
on inter- and transdisciplinarity. Section 6 looks outside of the research community 
and considers ways that earth system governance researchers can interact with society, 
as well as identifies new approaches to earth system governance education. Finally, 
Section 7 addresses the modus operandi of the earth system governance network, 
including its people, places and projects, and proposes activities to create an enabling 
environment for a new decade of vibrant earth system governance research.
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A NEW EARTH SYSTEM GOVERNANCE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

With a changing world as backdrop, the New Directions process has led to a new Earth 
System Governance Research Framework. This draws substantially on the past 
framework, which consisted of five analytical problems – Accountability, Adaptiveness, 
Agency, Allocation and access, and Architecture (the five As) – and four cross-cutting 
themes: power, knowledge, norms and scale (Biermann et al., 2009a). Several of these 
themes and concepts remain valid and urgent. Yet, the New Directions process also led 
to identification of a number of new relevant themes and concepts, reflecting both a 
changing empirical context and a changing scientific enquiry.

In this section, we provide an overview of the new research framework (Figure 1) and 
how it is intended to support and stimulate future earth system governance research. 
Its constituent parts are further justified, elaborated and explained in Sections 3 and 4.

Figure 1 
The Earth System Governance Research Framework
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Earth system governance research starts with observations of our complex and 
dynamic world and the earth system it operates within. Some key trends and drivers of 
change likely to shape the coming decade were described in Section 1. Importantly, the 
Earth System Governance Framework recognizes that multiple world views coexist and 
that drivers and directions of change are often messy and dynamic. For this reason, we 
need multiple perspectives.

The first part of the framework identifies four contextual conditions: transformations, 
inequality, Anthropocene and diversity. Against the backdrop of our complex and 
dynamic trends across the world, these represent meta-level conditions that define the 
research context we observe at the outset of the second decade of earth system 
governance research. These four conditions, or concepts, encompass and distil broader 
patterns of change. A common denominator is that all four are subject to extensive 
empirical research and to scientific and societal debate. Note that not all future earth 
system governance research is expected to actively and explicitly relate to one or 
several of these four conditions, and they are not intended to be exclusive entry points. 
Instead, they are intended to help provide a common language for the research context 
in which the Earth System Governance Project operates and to stimulate interesting 
and relevant research questions, when brought together with the third part of the 
framework. Each contextual condition is described and justified in Section 3.

The second, and core, part of the framework are the five sets of research lenses: 
architecture and agency, democracy and power, justice and allocation, anticipation and 
imagination, and adaptiveness and reflexivity. These lenses together provide a 
multifaceted view of earth system governance. Individually, they relate to established 
or emerging research fields, with roots in various social scientific disciplines. The 
lenses were intentionally coupled to enrich analysis of earth system governance, by 
highlighting not only similarities but also productive tensions between the two paired 
concepts. Note that individual lenses can be paired in myriad ways and new pairings 
can lead to new research questions. These pairs of research lenses have been identified 
as the most pertinent and productive when starting this new phase of earth system 
governance research, as well as representing distinct clusters of earth system 
governance research activity. However, we encourage researchers to use the framework 
to consider alternative pairings, in an effort to generate novel and relevant research 
questions. Each set of research lenses is described and justified in Section 4.

The purpose of this matrix is to identify and list key concepts and terminology for 
earth system governance research, but primarily to help generate salient research 
questions where contextual conditions and research lenses intersect. These questions 
would be applicable to a wide range of empirical domains. To illustrate with examples, 
Figure 2 shows some generic research questions that appear at the intersections of the 
five research lenses and the four contextual conditions. In Section 4, similar research 
questions are systematically identified under each research lens, in relation to the four 
contextual conditions.
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Figure 2  
Illustration of how the ESG Research Framework generates research questions
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CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS

This section discusses the context within which earth system governance research 
takes place. We expect that our analytical concerns, our normative commitments, our 
critical interrogations of our specific research topics will necessarily engage with this 
context. We identify four key conditions that characterize this context, which we have 
distilled out of the numerous empirical trends presented in Section 1 of this document. 
These are: (a) the numerous political, technological and socio-economic 
transformations that are shaping and being shaped by governance processes; (b) the 
increasing and multifaceted inequalities across and within countries and socio-
economic groups; (c) the tremendous as well as contested impact of human beings on 
the entire planet and the changing human-nature relationship captured by the notion 
of the Anthropocene; and (d) the opportunities and challenges offered by the diversity 
and pluralism of human societies in knowledge, culture and identities in addressing 
sustainability challenges in the contemporary world. Below we conceptualize these 
four conditions and draw the links between each one of them and earth system 
governance research.

3.1 Transformations

Social science enquiry has long been concerned with understanding many different 
forms of change in human society. Yet, the deepening urgency of major global 
sustainability and human development challenges is now catapulting a focus on 
transformative change to the forefront of earth system governance scholarship. This is 
driven by concerns about the dramatic scale and pace of change that both human and 
natural systems are undergoing, and a need to understand how transformations 
towards sustainability can be achieved within diverse human societies across the globe.

Transformations are both processes as well as conditions for earth system governance 
research: here we consider their role as conditions in order to highlight the deeply 
dynamic and uncertain contemporary contexts that governance research must grapple 
with, descriptively, analytically and normatively.

Transformations involve fundamental changes in structural, functional, relational and 
cognitive dimensions of linked socio-technical-ecological systems (de haan and 
rotmans, 2011; Feola, 2014; haCkmann and st. Clair, 2012; o’Brien, 2012). This 
includes both pervasive global changes in human societies (e.g. urbanization, climate 
change, economic globalization, digitization), but also efforts to (re)imagine and 
intentionally pursue desirable (sustainable) futures in a wide range of ways. The 
emerging focus on sustainability transformations among researchers and policymakers 
reflects a desire to move from description and diagnosis to action and solutions 
(Patterson et al., 2017). The study of transformations can be approached in several 
ways: analytically (e.g. what actually happens, and how and why), normatively (e.g. as a 
good/desirable thing to do) or critically (e.g. who is deciding, shaping, and benefiting 
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from certain transformations and why). Crucially, transformations imply changes in 
power relations (e.g. challenging, disrupting or entrenching), and thus are deeply 
contested, political phenomena.

3.1.1 Conceptualizing Transformations
Scholars have studied transformations from different perspectives over recent years, 
developing various conceptual heuristics and empirical methods that bring to light 
various aspects of transformation dynamics. Key perspectives include: sustainability 
transitions, social-ecological systems, sustainability pathways and transformative 
adaptation (following Patterson et al., 2017). These bodies of literature offer 
complementary insights into critical aspects such as the boundaries of the systems 
being transformed, dynamics of change and resistance to change, and potential 
mechanisms of intentional change towards sustainability.

Sustainability transitions literature has explored how niche innovations in technology 
and social practices may lead to changes in broader social order, and how institutions 
may enmesh particular technology systems (Frantzeskaki, loorBaCh and 
meadoWCroFt, 2012; Geels and sChot, 2007; loorBaCh, 2010). Socio-ecological 
systems literature has explored ‘transformability’ (Folke et al., 2010; Walker et al., 
2004), how transformations may be actively navigated (ChaPin et al., 2009; moore et 
al., 2014), and the role of social innovation within transformation processes (BiGGs, 
Westley and CarPenter, 2010; Westley et al., 2011, 2013). Sustainability pathways 
literature has explored the inherently contested nature of sustainability 
transformations (e.g. contestations over values, narratives of change, knowledge, 
marginalization; leaCh, sCoones and stirlinG, 2010; sCoones, leaCh and neWell, 
2015), and proposed new framings centred on navigating pathways of human 
development between a ‘foundation’ of social boundaries and a ‘ceiling’ of planetary 
boundaries (leaCh, raWorth and roCkström, 2013; leaCh et al., 2012). 
Transformative adaptation literature has explored the interplay between local 
vulnerability and global forces of change, arguing that incremental adjustment to earth 
system change will be ineffective unless the systemic causes of vulnerability and 
unsustainability are also addressed (o’Brien, 2012; PellinG, 2011; riBot, 2011).

These bodies of literature often consider transformation within particular sustainability 
problem domains, such as energy, water, waste, transportation or community 
vulnerability. Larger systems are also increasingly a focus of analysis, such as in regard 
to global climate change (e.g. Clarke et al., 2014; WBGU, 2011), global urbanization 
trajectories (nCe, 2016; WBGU, 2016), economic transformations and technological 
shifts (Galaz, 2014). In particular, realizing deep decarbonization at the scale and pace 
required to address the Paris climate goals is an immensely important topic for earth 
system governance researchers, cutting across political, economic, behavioural, 
cultural and technological dimensions (Bernstein and hoFFman, 2018; kern and 
roGGe, 2016; neWell and Paterson, 2010).
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As touched upon in the previous section, the pace of technological change, in 
particular, continues to accelerate, and the ramifications of a multitude of emerging 
technologies trigger increasing socio-political debate and anxiety. For example, climate 
geoengineering, algorithms in the financial system, social media, big data, artificial 
intelligence, blockchain and cryptocurrencies, manufacturing automation, 
nanotechnology and genetic engineering – all have increasing and potentially far-
reaching consequences for human society. This creates major new challenges for earth 
system governance scholars at the intersection of emerging technologies, 
environmental governance and politics.

Tremendous knowledge voids open up regarding impacts and opportunities of new 
technologies. For example, novel challenges arise regarding earth system governance 
issues linked to algorithmic decision-making in the global financial system, which may 
drastically increase the complexity and dynamics of patterns of financial investment in 
resource consumption and production systems. Privatization and secrecy of new 
technologies increasingly have major implications for the balance between public and 
private interests. Altogether, this points to overarching questions about how societies 
can make wise decisions about the use and governance of new technologies, and 
ensure that they sufficiently take account of potential consequences and risks for 
human societies and the global earth system. In the same way that global scale 
environmental impacts and risks now increasingly characterize contemporary society, 
so too are the impacts and risks of technologies increasingly global in scale (Galaz, 
2014). The intersection of these domains is a fundamental new frontier for earth 
system governance scholars over the next decade.

Across these diverse patterns and global trends, scholars identify common insights 
about the dynamics of transformation processes, including: the complex systems 
nature of transformations (e.g. nonlinearity, unpredictability, co-evolutionary 
dynamics, unintended consequences), the importance of temporal dynamics (e.g. 
lock-ins, path-dependence, interplay between incremental and transformative change), 
and the need to better understand spatial dynamics of transformations (Coenen, 
BenneWorth and trUFFer, 2012).

3.1.2 Governance and Transformations
Transformation is closely linked to the very definition of governance that is proposed 
in the initial Science and Implementation Plan, which refers to “[t]he interrelated and 
increasingly integrated system of formal and informal rules, rule-making systems, and 
actor-networks at all levels of human society (from local to global) that are set up to 
steer societies towards preventing, mitigating and adapting to global and local 
environmental change and, in particular, earth system transformation, within the 
normative context of sustainable development” (Biermann et al., 2009a). Of course, 
in recent years this agenda has broadened (Section 2.1.1).
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Yet overall the role of governance in sustainability transformations remains 
underdeveloped and often ambiguous. Different angles may include:

•  Governance for transformations (i.e. governance that creates the conditions for 
transformation in socio-technical-ecological systems to emerge),

•  Governance of transformations (i.e. governance to actively trigger and steer a 
transformation process), or

•  Transformations in governance (i.e. transformative change in governance 
regimes).

All three angles are important, but have different implications for understanding 
governance in relation to sustainability transformations.

The last decade of earth system governance research exploring forms, effects and 
complexity of governance lays an outstanding foundation for novel efforts to 
understand transformations in governance systems and human societies looking 
forward over the next decade. Moreover, earth system governance scholars take as a 
departure point that sustainability problems are deeply political, and sustainability 
transformations must also be seen this way (meadoWCroFt, 2011; sCoones, leaCh 
and neWell, 2015; smith and stirlinG, 2010). Transformations will be increasingly 
salient in many areas of earth system governance, including global governance systems 
(e.g. Biermann et al., 2012), responding to the Anthropocene (dryzek, 2016; Galaz, 
2014), and shaping the unfolding wave of global urbanization in sustainable directions. 
Furthermore, earth system governance scholars are ideally placed to draw on insights 
from other bodies of social science theory such as policy, institutional, economic and 
societal change to effectively leverage and build on existing knowledge about 
transformations in the social sciences.

Sustainability transformations will typically be difficult to understand looking forward 
because there may be “no obvious turning or tipping points ... for clearly indicating the 
before and after of a transformation” (WBGU, 2011). This may require changing the 
criteria used to evaluate unfolding success; for example, Van den Bergh, Truffer and 
Kallis (2011) state that “in order to support long-term structural shifts, policies may 
have to interact with many transformative changes as they unfold rather than being 
defined and fixed at some initial date”. This raises questions about what 
transformations may look like over both short and long timeframes (e.g. years, 
decades).

Interestingly, a dichotomy is increasingly drawn in the literature between ‘incremental’ 
and ‘transformative’ change (e.g. kates, travis and WilBanks, 2012), which can be 
useful as a simple heuristic, but is likely to belie a more complex reality. For example, 
Duit et al. (2010) argue that “at the end of the day, governance solutions for many of 
those problems rooted in complex systems dynamics will, as always, consist in 
incrementally implemented, heterogenic, and piecemeal mixes of policy instruments, 
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institutions, networks and organizations”. Earth system governance scholars need to 
understand how both incremental and more radical change interrelate.

The deeply political nature of transformations, furthermore, poses challenges for 
governance such as dealing with redistributional impacts, powerful vested interests, 
the short-termism of policy and political cycles that discourages longer-term agendas, 
institutional fragmentation and deficits in representation. It also links closely to the 
other key contextual conditions of inequality, the Anthropocene and diversity. It raises 
questions about sources of agency, the role of the state, emergence and embedding of 
new norms, and tensions between singular or plural transformation goals. Yet, earth 
system governance also needs to consider contexts that are under-studied to date, 
such as authoritarian regimes and politically unstable settings (including those 
experiencing civil conflict); current theories may be vastly underprepared to explain 
such settings.

Lastly, tensions are evident in the ways scholars talk about the potential for shaping 
transformations, versus the open-ended, emergent, and to a large degree 
unpredictable nature of actual transformations in practice. This is reflected through 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, which may be useful as a high-level driver, 
but at the same time should not create a ‘cockpit’ view where it is assumed that 
“top-down steering by governments and intergovernmental organizations alone can 
address global problems” (hajer et al., 2015). Ultimately, it is vital to understand the 
interplay between top-down and bottom-up efforts for sustainability transformations 
(e.g. Westley et al., 2011).

3.1.3 Conclusions
Although the initial focus within the earth system governance community was on 
earth system transformations, multiple forms of transformation are now unfolding in 
human society, which intersect in highly complex and dynamic ways. At the same 
time, calls to realize intentional transformations to sustainability are growing. 
Altogether, this deeply challenges earth system governance research to recognize and 
respond to a milieu of unfolding transformation dynamics. Many new questions arise 
about processes of change at all scales. Importantly, this demands a significantly 
future-oriented outlook encompassing analytical, normative and critical orientations. 
Earth system governance scholars are uniquely placed to interrogate the governance 
implications of both unintentional and intentional transformations with particular 
attention to their inherently political and contested nature.

KEY POINTS
•  The deepening urgency of global sustainability and human development challenges 

is catapulting a focus on transformative change to the forefront of earth system 
governance.

•  Transformations are deeply political and contested, which poses major challenges 
for earth system governance research.
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•  A tension exists between the emergent, bottom-up nature of transformations and 
efforts to steer or guide them. New approaches to governance research must 
interrogate and navigate these tensions.

•  Sustainability transformations have significant implications for equity and social 
justice along with ecological concerns, but this intersection is vastly under-
researched.

•  Transformations may be fluid, shifting and complex phenomena that have no clear 
beginning or end. This suggests the need for evaluative tools that are iteratively 
revised, and encompass longer time horizons.

 

3.2 Inequality

Inequality is becoming a central academic and political discourse after decades of 
neglect (klinsky et al., 2017; milanoviC, 2011; oxFam, 2016; Piketty, 2014; UndP, 
2013; Wssr, 2016). Inequality pervades almost all spheres of social life, from income 
distribution to gender, education, to the burdens of environmental harm or unequal 
access to opportunity or resources across different countries and socio-economic 
groups (raGin and Fiss, 2017). Thus, inequality is multi-faceted as well as 
intersectional, i.e. one form of inequality may influence and reinforce another (raGin 
and Fiss, 2017). Against this context, scholars face the challenge to develop research 
that sharpens our understanding of inequality as a theoretical concept and its concrete 
implications for earth system governance, while also acknowledging that the research 
community itself may be hampered by inequality.

3.2.1 Conceptualizing Inequality
Inequality and its opposite, equality, are contested concepts. A clear conceptualization 
of inequality is crucial in order to establish a common frame of reference in earth 
system governance research but at the same time difficult due to its multiple 
dimensions, causes, manifestations and consequences. In a very general formulation, 
inequality signifies differences in qualities between groups of persons, objects or 
circumstances (GosePath, 2011).

Research to date has focused on the importance of economic inequality (the income 
disparities between individuals, groups and countries); social inequality (the 
differences between the social statuses of different population groups such as classes, 
gender or age groups); cultural inequality (the differences in status among identity-
based groups); political inequality (the differentiated capacity for individuals and 
groups to influence decision-making processes and to benefit from those decisions); 
spatial inequality (i.e. the disparities in economic activity and income across spaces); 
and knowledge inequality, (i.e. the factors influencing access to and generation of 
knowledge; Wssr, 2016; detraz, 2017).
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Global economic inequality has decreased particularly due to poverty reduction in 
China and India (Wssr, 2016). Still, 15.6 percent of the world’s people shared a total of 
81 percent of global income, while the remaining 19 percent of the income had to 
suffice for the other 84.4 percent of human beings (Wettstein, 2009). Within OECD 
countries income inequality is at its highest level, with the average income of the 
richest 10 percent of the population about nine times that of the poorest 10 percent: 
seven times higher than it was twenty-five years ago (keely, 2015). Inequality across 
individuals is even more staggering. Importantly, research underlines that economic 
inequality is likely to continue driving unsustainable patterns of global resource 
consumption (Wilkinson and PiCkett, 2009).

In sustainability research, a key aspect of inequality is environmental or ecological 
inequality. Environmental inequality highlights the intersection between 
environmental assets and social hierarchies. It addresses environmental questions that 
focus on the unequal distribution of power, resources and burdens in society (PelloW, 
2000). Environmental inequality results in environmental unsustainability, degradation, 
resource conflicts (Fan, 2016) and circular cycles of poverty (deUtz, 2014). The poor 
and marginalized are the principal victims of environmental deterioration, which 
disproportionately affect their livelihoods and chances for survival (Barker, sCrieCiU 
and taylor, 2008; Comim, 2008; ClaPP and daUverGne, 2005; okereke, 2008; 
Paehlke, 2001). Environmental risks tend to be transferred onto the least powerful, 
leaving these individuals and communities disproportionately vulnerable (ash et al., 
2009; neWell, 2005). The poor and disenfranchised tend to live in the areas with higher 
environmental hazards, which are most exposed to unpredictable and extreme climatic 
events, are the most reliant on local ecosystems to sustain their livelihoods and have 
the fewest assets to hedge against such environmental change. These vulnerable groups 
also tend to be marginalized and disenfranchised in the political processes deciding 
environmental outcomes at all levels of governance, both within and across societies. 
Likewise, scholars note that inequality of access to resources, particularly land 
ownership, allows the few to utilize such resources in ecologically unsustainable ways 
to the detriment of the many (mUromBedzi, 2016).

3.2.2 Inequality and Governance
Inequality in earth system governance is often the outcome of unjust procedural and 
distributive justice systems (deUtz, 2014; ikeme, 2003). International, global and 
national justice systems have increased inequalities (klinke, 2014; sPaGnUolo, 2011) 
and disempowerment (GUPta, PoUW and ros-tonen, 2015). Inequality is the seed, 
driver and consequence of unjust social and ecological systems (Wilkinson and 
PiCkett, 2009, 2011). Poor governance in resource allocation and distribution systems 
leads to unfair distribution of environmental rights, duties, risks, hazards and harms. 
Earth system governance research is challenged to discover how inequality is 
embedded in the complex interactions of governance (actors, sectors, interests, 
forums, scales, technologies, etc.); within unpredictable natural systems; and in the 
context of competing economic (ehresman and okereke, 2015) and political 
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pressures to allocate limited resources. Environmental inequality is also embedded in 
the diffuse and often contradictory processes, forces, outcomes of global and national 
politics (hyle, 2016), finance, taxation and subsidies, and broader development 
trajectories (GUPta and veGelin, 2016).

Earth system governance architectures (Biermann et al., 2009a; Biermann, 2014) 
have the potential to challenge inequalities if adequately inclusive in their 
construction (andersson and aGraWal, 2011). If not, these architectures risk 
locking in existing inequalities. Democratic governance systems that seek to 
distribute power among different actor groups in ways that curtail the power of any 
single individual or interest group can potentially reduce inequalities among 
individuals and groups. But democratic institutions may also be permeated with and 
entrench power inequalities among the various interest groups.

Although the body of research on inequality and sustainability governance is growing, 
more studies are necessary to understand how structural inequalities, power 
imbalances and intersecting axes of privilege and marginalization shape 
vulnerabilities to global environmental change and are shaped by them. Likewise, 
attention to the relationship between the intersecting forms of discrimination on the 
basis of age, class, race, caste, ethnicity, indigeneity, religion, (dis)ability and earth 
system governance needs to be strengthened (olsson et al., 2014).

3.2.3 Conclusion
Although often associated with income and wealth, inequality has multiple 
intersecting dimensions that drive and shape the ability of human societies to address 
environmental change in fundamental and complex ways. Importantly, inequality 
provides a context against which new and challenging questions emerge for earth 
system governance research. A promising way forward is to explore the consequences 
of inequality for the analytical lenses of the new Science and Implementation Plan. 
More specifically, inequality forces us to think more deeply about the way 
institutional architectures and different forms of agency may foster or combat 
existing inequalities. It confronts us with questions of the democratic quality of our 
societies in the context of big power discrepancies among different socio-economic 
groups. It calls for a more profound engagement with questions of justice and 
allocation. It invites us to rethink the ways in which we organize processes of 
anticipation and imagination. And, it calls for a careful consideration of proposals for 
change and their consequences for the adaptive capacities of all human societies 
worldwide.

KEY POINTS
•  Inequality as a contextual condition for earth system governance research has 

multiple manifestations and consequences.
•  Environmental inequality worsens the position of already vulnerable groups 

worldwide.
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•  Economic inequality is deeply interlinked with environmental unsustainability and 
intertwined in multiple ways with poverty.

•  Inequality provides a context from which new and challenging questions emerge for 
earth system governance research.

 

3.3 Anthropocene

The Anthropocene refers to the idea that the earth has entered a new geological epoch 
characterized by humanity’s collective transformation of the earth system (steFFen, 
CrUtzen and mCneill, 2007). The Anthropocene idea was first popularized by the 
atmospheric chemist and Nobel Laureate Paul Crutzen (2002), and the idea has 
subsequently attracted considerable attention in research communities as well as in 
public debate (Brondizio et al., 2016). Proponents of the Anthropocene concept 
point to rapid changes in the world’s population, patterns of material production and 
consumption, and consequential environmental degradation, particularly since the 
‘Great Acceleration’ that began around 1945 with the end of World War II (steFFen et 
al., 2015a). Key changes in the earth system include heightened concentration of 
greenhouse gases, rapidly accelerating biodiversity loss, ocean acidification and the 
alteration of global nitrogen and phosphorus cycles (steFFen et al., 2015B). These 
changes, proponents argue, have moved the earth system beyond the parameters of the 
Holocene epoch, which began around 11,700 years ago when the last ice age ended. 
Geologists have commenced investigating whether the Anthropocene should be 
included in the geologic time scale (GTS). While a formal decision is yet to be made, a 
working group on the Anthropocene formed by the body that governs the GTS (the 
International Commission on Stratigraphy) has recommended its inclusion 
(zalasieWiCz et al., 2017). Whether or not it achieves official geological recognition, 
the Anthropocene has already come to serve as a fruitful but contested contextual 
condition for understanding ongoing changes in the earth system.

3.3.1 Conceptualizing the Anthropocene
A key challenge for demonstrating the relevance of the Anthropocene concept for 
research on earth system governance is whether it adds value beyond existing 
concepts, rather than merely being a fashionable label for long-standing concerns 
about environmental change (as some critics argue: aUtin and holBrook, 2012). For 
many proponents of the Anthropocene idea, a distinctive strength of the concept is 
that it highlights a step change in humanity’s interaction with the earth system. Thus 
the Anthropocene connotes not just an extension or intensification of existing 
environmental pressures, but a more fundamental shift because humanity’s impact on 
social-ecological systems is now so great that it is altering basic earth system processes 
(hamilton, 2017), such as the global climate, flows of nitrogen and phosphorus 
between land, oceans and atmosphere, and the chemical composition of the oceans. 
Others argue that the Anthropocene should be viewed from a longer-term historical 
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perspective, as a continuation of humanity’s environmental influence going back many 
centuries (e.g. to the colonization of the Americas; leWis and maslin, 2015) or even 
back millennia to early agricultural practices (rUddiman et al., 2015).

Beyond questions of scholarly relevance and dating, a range of commentators have 
criticized or voiced caution about the political and ethical implications of the 
Anthropocene concept. Key criticisms are that it: portrays an oversimplified and 
globalized vision of humanity (malm and hornBorG, 2014; BonneUil and Fressoz, 
2016); collapses the distinction between humanity and nature or conversely produces a 
new but still unsatisfactory distinction between the two, as in narratives of human 
control over planetary systems (hamilton, 2017); fails to take into account the 
political dimensions of global environmental change (Baskin, 2015). Lövbrand et al. 
(2015), while not rejecting the concept as a whole, warn against tendencies towards 
overgeneralizing and singularizing human agency that are implicit in some conceptions 
of the Anthropocene. A particular concern is that focusing only on humanity as a 
single entity tends to obscure the fact that the Great Acceleration has been driven 
largely by a much smaller proportion of the world’s population (previously the wealthy 
countries of the global North, although increasingly also populous middle-income 
countries such as China and India). As a consequence, the Anthropocene concept 
exhibits a vague and ambiguous moral basis that makes it difficult to specify 
responsibilities of and for certain actors (meisCh, 2016; zelli and PattBerG, 2016).

Against this backdrop, Lövbrand et al. (2015), argue that social sciences are well 
equipped to address tensions over singularity and diversity and over the society-nature 
divide by outlining multiple ways of framing humanity and nature. Others argue that 
the Anthropocene concept can and should embody a global perspective while 
remaining attuned to diversity: “the Anthropocene can be a useful conceptual frame 
only when it is viewed from a cross-scalar perspective that takes into account 
developments at local, regional and global levels, variant connections among these 
levels and issue domains, as well as societal inequality and injustice” (Biermann et al., 
2016:342).

3.3.2 Governance and the Anthropocene
The distinctive character of the Anthropocene gives rise to the possibility that previous 
modes of governing environmental change may no longer be fit for purpose (Galaz, 
2014). Importantly, the Anthropocene idea reinforces the need to think not only about 
environmental governance in general, but specifically about earth system governance 
(Biermann, 2014). Pattberg and Zelli (2016) argue that the Anthropocene involves 
three major challenges for earth system governance: urgency, responsibility and 
complexity. These three challenges are not new to environmental governance but 
become particularly pressing when combined under the conditions of the 
Anthropocene.
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Since the Anthropocene epoch is marked by the collective and accelerated 
transformation of the earth system towards unsustainability, there is unprecedented 
urgency for collective action in the pursuit of more sustainable societies. This raises 
important dilemmas about how to safeguard other values such as justice and 
democracy when urgent action is required, and how to build and maintain political 
support for radical technological and economic change. This is linked to the question 
about ethical foundations and criteria to inform decisions about where urgent action is 
to be targeted (meisCh, 2016). A related dilemma is to ascertain whether it is possible 
to overhaul institutions completely within the time available. One critique is that “[t]he 
fundamental challenges to societal organization posed by the Anthropocene are, 
paradoxically, to be countered by many of the same institutions that have allowed the 
recent human conquest of the natural world” (lövBrand et al., 2015:214), such as 
unregulated capitalist markets or governments that prioritize economic growth over 
environmental imperatives (see also dryzek, 2016). The urgency of responding to the 
planetary instability associated with the Anthropocene also raises questions about 
what kinds of governance responses should be prioritized: should societies aim to 
restore the earth system to the more stable conditions that prevailed in the Holocene 
epoch (see roCkström et al., 2009)? Or, given that many changes are now 
irreversible, is the task for governance to find new benchmarks and focus on how 
societies can adapt to the inevitability of an altered earth system (dryzek and 
PiCkerinG, ForthCominG)?

Assigning responsibility for reducing risks to the earth system, and for remedying 
environmental loss and damage, becomes ever more difficult because unsustainable 
patterns of consumption are driven by a wide range of actors across many countries, 
including producers, consumers, investors and governments. Thus it is necessary to 
rethink, possibly through constructing new theories of justice, how subjects and 
objects of ethical responsibilities are re-defined in the Anthropocene (meisCh, 2016; 
sChmidt, BroWn and orr, 2016) and to develop new forms of legal and policy 
instruments for attributing responsibilities for action (kim and Bosselmann, 2015; 
yoUnG et al., 2017; stePhens, 2017). A key question for earth system governance is 
how responsibilities for action should be distributed across different scales (e.g. 
through more centralized or polycentric approaches) and across different actors (e.g. 
state and non-state actors; Biermann, 2014). A related set of questions concerns the 
implications of the Anthropocene for humanity’s collective responsibilities towards the 
earth system. Now that humans are unintentionally altering the earth system to its 
detriment, does this give rise to a responsibility to use their unprecedented 
technological capabilities to actively manage it, for example through geo-engineering 
the earth’s climate to counteract the warming effects of greenhouse gas emissions? Or 
should responsibility be understood as one of collective restraint from radical 
intervention in the earth system (Preston, 2015), focusing instead on strategies to 
reduce humanity’s ecological footprint?
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Complexity reaches beyond questions of responsibility to include the multifarious 
interactions between society and non-human nature, and the possibility of non-linear 
changes (or state shifts) in the earth system (Underdal, 2010; yoUnG, 2017). 
Wissenburg (2016) stresses that the Anthropocene brings together several different 
types of complexity, including the natural complexity of the planet’s ecology, the 
psycho-social complexity of humans and their institutions, and the political or moral 
complexity of bringing both together in a meaningful way. This multi-faceted view of 
the earth system as a complex, interconnected system places considerable importance 
on understanding and governing key processes that regulate the system, including the 
climate, biodiversity, land use and global chemical flows. Of particular concern are 
dangerous state shifts that could be triggered by climate change, such as multi-metre 
sea-level rise or the collapse of the Amazon rainforest (lenton, 2011). Thus it becomes 
necessary to find new ways of governing key earth system processes: not only those 
that have prominent, established multilateral institutions (such as the UN climate 
change and biodiversity regimes) but also those that lack extensive transnational 
governance, such as the global nitrogen and phosphorus cycles or marine plastic 
pollution. An Anthropocene perspective also points to the need to be attentive to 
interactions across multiple earth system processes and the distinctive governance 
challenges these raise (Galaz et al., 2012). This relates to the question of institutional 
fit: to what extent does the complexity of governance systems (sufficiently) reflect the 
different complexities of their subject matters? (yoUnG, 2002, 2017)

Finally, complexity highlights the importance of science-policy interactions in 
governing the Anthropocene. Scientific expertise is crucial for understanding earth 
system processes and anticipating potential state shifts. The idea of planetary 
boundaries (roCkström et al., 2009) has been widely discussed both as a way of 
understanding how these processes interact to characterize the Anthropocene, as well 
as a guide for policymakers on what is needed to avoid dangerous thresholds in the 
earth system. However, some critics raise the concern that the Anthropocene could 
imply delegating too much power to experts and other elites at the expense of 
democratic processes (leaCh, 2013; Baskin, 2015). Thus Lövbrand et al. (2015:214), 
building on the work of Swyngedouw (2013), warn of the dangers of a post-political 
ontology – a “socio-political arrangement that replaces ideological contestation and 
struggles by techno-managerial planning” – which may obscure the possibility of 
political transformation of societies.

3.3.3 Conclusion
The Anthropocene informs many of the research lenses in this Science and 
Implementation Plan. The idea of the Anthropocene itself foregrounds human agency, 
but in a way that complicates questions of responsibility and attribution, and relations 
between humans and non-humans. The question remains to what extent meaningful 
governance interventions can be crafted in an ever more complex and diverse world. 
The concept of the Anthropocene thus casts a new light on one of the key meta-
theoretical debates in social sciences: the relationship between agency and structure 
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(zelli and PattBerG, 2016:241). The global scale of Anthropocene problems 
foregrounds challenges of designing appropriate architectures for managing those 
problems, while recognizing the enduring diversity of human communities (Biermann 
et al., 2016). This diversity and its associated inequalities in power and resources in 
turn ground the need to pursue just and democratic responses to the Anthropocene. 
Uncertainties about possible state shifts in the earth system place considerable 
demands on anticipation and imagination (Bai et al., 2016B). Finally, adaptiveness and 
reflexivity become particularly important in the Anthropocene. Dryzek (2016) argues 
that many of the risks to the earth system that characterize the Anthropocene are the 
product of ‘problematic path dependencies’ in institutions that emerged in the 
Holocene which fail to take account of their environmental impacts. What is needed in 
response is to build capacity for ecological (or ecosystemic) reflexivity (dryzek, 
2016:945; see also dryzek and PiCkerinG, ForthCominG).

KEY POINTS
The Anthropocene concept encapsulates the idea that humanity now exerts a pervasive 
influence on the earth system.

•  While the Anthropocene concept remains debated, there is growing recognition that 
its use in research and policy must not only reflect global interconnectedness but 
also acknowledge diversity across human societies.

•  The Anthropocene poses major challenges for earth system governance due to the 
urgency of global environmental risks, uncertainty about how the earth system will 
respond to human influence and the complexities associated with addressing the 
multiple drivers of those risks.

•  Key issues for governance in the Anthropocene include: evaluating the potential and 
limitations of coordinated and polycentric approaches for anticipating and 
responding to risks to the earth system; and identifying equitable and democratically 
legitimate ways of allocating responsibilities for limiting the adverse impacts 
resulting from earth system disruption.

 

3.4 Diversity

As a contextual condition, diversity influences governance research and practice. 
Governance refers to modern forms of steering (Biermann et al., 2009a), thus it is 
important to consider that the different directions to which societies can be steered are 
results not only from power struggles but also from diversity in world views, 
knowledge systems, values and norms, as well as in ecosystems. Moreover, as earth 
system governance researchers live and work in different contexts and come from 
different disciplinary backgrounds, such facts influence how we produce, validate and 
diffuse knowledge, as well as the way we teach and educate youths and are involved in 
governance capacity building. These latter dimensions will be further explored in 
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Section 5. Below, we explore diversity as an ontological standpoint and empirical 
condition for governance of earth systems, emphasizing that diversity is a norm that 
calls for participation of different actors in governance processes, but also and most 
importantly that diversity in norms, world views and knowledge systems affects 
governance.

3.4.1 Conceptualizing Diversity
The notions of the Anthropocene and planetary limits, even if controversial, bring to 
our attention the fact that we live on one planet. However, while the planet is one, the 
world is not: we live in many worlds (inoUe and moreira, 2016). Human existence is 
experienced in very diverse and sometimes mutually exclusive geographical, economic, 
cultural, societal, spiritual and political realities. Such “being in the world” conditions 
our reading of the world: we simultaneously live in and make worlds (tiCkner and 
Blaney, 2012, 2013).

Furthermore, ecological diversity conditions and is conditioned by social diversity, and 
as such it is an important consideration for governance. For many indigenous peoples, 
for example, there is no dichotomy between society and nature (inoUe and moreira, 
2016). Concepts like socio-biodiversity are used by Brazilian socio-environmental 
organizations (among others) to point out that biodiversity richness is connected to 
social diversity. The idea of “biocultural diversity” was developed by ethnobiologists 
who introduced this concept to inextricably link the variation within ecological 
systems to cultural and linguistic differences (martin, minCyte and münster, 2012). 
Simultaneously, the notion that there is no place on Earth that has not been impacted 
by humans has brought to the fore debates about the end of nature (WaPner, 2010, 
2014), hybridity (rUdy and White, 2014) and about the agency of non-humans and 
social nature (BUrke et al., 2016). Thus, diversity leads us to think not only about 
diversity in society, but also to think of “many natures” (inoUe and moreira, 2016). As 
the society-nature dichotomy loses centrality, the idea of non-human agency increases 
the complexity of governance.

Governance research and practice are deeply conditioned by this. Several broad trends 
are already highlighted here, including the deepening of inequalities, technological 
changes, migrations and geopolitical conflicts. These trends evidence the challenges of 
governance of earth systems and governance research on one planet with many worlds. 
Moreover, we live in times of power shifts. Nye (2011:xv) points to a power transition 
among states, characterized by the emergence of China as well as by a power diffusion 
away from states to non-state actors. These trends and power shifts influence the way 
research is carried out and how agents establish and act within different governance 
architectures.

Diversity within and among societies comes to the forefront in times of power shifts 
and large-scale technological and socio-environmental change. Diversity is 
fundamental to earth system governance research and practice: it is a core contextual 
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condition, an instance, a state or a fact of life that refers to differing elements of a 
whole. It signals the existence of different types of things or people as parts of 
something, or simply to a state of being varied. More recently, diversity has been given 
normative nuances: it refers to a norm or agenda to include people of different races, 
cultures, genders, regions, organizational and socio-economic conditions into a group, 
a policy or governance arrangements. As a result, diversity has been embraced as an 
emerging norm by many organizations. For Mignolo, there is a world composed of 
multiple worlds. In this view, the claim for diversity is a universal project, or the right 
to be different because we are all equals (miGnolo, 2002:263); herein, diversity is a 
norm that we as scholars acknowledge – and an ontological standpoint.

Some scholars’ ontological standpoints are rooted in diversity (miGnolo, 2002; 
esCoBar, 2007, 2016). Escobar (2016) considers that speaking of multiple knowledges 
means speaking about worlds. He states that we should look at reality as a pluriverse, 
or multiple ‘reals’ contrasting with the assumption of the ‘One-World World’, or a single 
reality encompassing multiple cultures, perspectives or subjective representations 
(esCoBar, 2016:22). Social norms and the generation of knowledge are interconnected, 
and deeply embedded with power. Diversity and power imbalances result in multiple 
ways of knowing that often do not count as knowledge (santos, 2016). This Science 
and Implementation Plan acknowledges that there are many knowledge systems, 
ontologies, epistemologies and research methodologies and stimulates dialogue among 
them. In this sense, the realms of diversity for governance research are infinite 
(santos, 2016). The earth system governance community of researchers and 
practitioners live in different regions of the planet, conceptualize different 
(understandings of ) worlds, focus on varied elements of governance and come from 
different disciplinary and institutional contexts. This is an invaluable asset for 
governance research.

Diversity results, among other things, from differences in material endowments, 
political contexts, genders and global political-economy realities. Different ideas, 
perceptions, cognitions, understandings and opinions about something can also be 
considered diversity. Santos (2016) states that diversity relates to modes of being, 
thinking and feeling, to conceptions of time and to how people face the past and the 
future, and collectively organize life, produce goods and services, or have fun – as well 
as to how relationships among humans and between humans and non-humans are 
conceived. Consequently, different norms emerge and affect governance. Earth system 
governance is one of the areas where normative diversity is most evident.

3.4.2 Diversity and Governance
All forms of diversity affect the setting of global norms and priorities of environmental 
policy and thus affect the conceptualization of (environmental) justice across the globe. 
The previous Earth System Governance Science and Implementation Plan has 
recognized the value of normative diversity. However, this diversity is an important but 
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insufficiently developed and under-theorized area of earth system governance research 
(hansen, ramasar and BUChanan, 2014).

Earth system governance research should give prominence to the drivers and nature of 
diverse and (often) conflicting norms. Norms are accepted standards, principles of 
behaviour or claims as to how things ought to be. Norms may be constitutive (creating 
standards or principles), regulatory (establishing laws and regulating behaviour), 
prescriptive (directing acceptable types of action) or visionary (prescribing a desired 
state of affairs). Norms are dynamic and have life cycles – from emergence to demise 
or rebirth (Finnemore and sikkink, 2005). Norm life cycles are influenced by other 
norms, actor interests, contexts, etc. The underlying sources, dynamics, tensions and 
consequences of normative diversity and the contestation of norms contribute to the 
formation, longevity and demise of governance architectures and environmental 
policies.

Normative diversity relates to desired or contested governance outcomes. Diversity 
also connects to desired methodologies of governance that influence outcomes: the 
inclusion of actors, voices and knowledge systems that are traditionally excluded, 
consensus, deliberation (dryzek and PiCkerinG, 2017), coproduction, top down and 
bottom up, scenario building, imagining futures, decentralization (dennis, armitaGe 
and james, 2016), inclusive conservation (matUlis and moyer, 2017), community 
management (van PUtten et al., 2016), science in governance (nilsson et al., 2017; 
montana, 2017; matUlis and moyer, 2017), etc. In this direction, we need to identify, 
understand and theorize normative diversity and how it interacts with governance 
practice and research in different ecological contexts. It is important to consider how 
societies and ecosystems are intertwined, and that diverse socio-ecological systems 
require specific responses.

As stated, diversity means that there are multiple knowledge systems. The earth system 
governance community provides a forum for exchange among different forms of 
knowledge from different (and not mutually exclusive nor homogenous) groups or 
sectors that can contribute to earth system knowledge. These include, but are not 
limited to, the scientific community, policymakers, civil society, think tanks, business, 
indigenous peoples and the global poor. Tengö et al. (2014) argue that it is necessary to 
promote dialogue among different knowledge systems for improved policy and to 
support mechanisms for learning and decision-making (tenGö et al., 2014:589). The 
challenge here is to balance the breadth and depth of the various forms of knowledge 
from various groups or sectors with a desire to present timely answers to pressing 
environmental problems. While including all viewpoints, all voices and all interests 
may provide for high levels of equality, it will unlikely result in an efficient process of 
decision-making or knowledge creation. Yet, excluding viewpoints, voices and interests 
from dialogues will result in power imbalances. Earth system governance research is 
challenged to seek forms of knowledge creation and governance solutions that are as 
inclusive as possible within the functional boundaries of their research projects.
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While diversity in norms and knowledge systems can be an asset, it can also hamper 
just and ecologically sound governance. Rather than relying on the dominant or most 
abundant knowledge, policymakers, civil society and the business sector may select 
different understandings of phenomena to support their views and interests. Diversity 
in knowledge allows policymakers and the business sector to use the knowledge that 
best suits their interests in making decisions. Different understandings in the science 
community of, for instance, the risks of climate change have long fuelled climate 
scepticism as well as hampered policy action (hoFFmann, 2015). But even a similar 
piece of knowledge may transfer differently and may be used differently merely because 
of diversity in the subject and medium of communication. A scholar’s gender, 
nationality, institutional affiliation and so on, may give them more or less credibility in 
the eyes of receivers. Likewise, diversity in communication channels – a peer-reviewed 
journal article, a blog post, a video clip, a one-on-one discussion, etc. – may affect how 
knowledge is received and used (laUrinG, 2009).

Diversity in knowledge systems means that governance as a set of rules and practices, 
or institutions, is a result of a process or processes that reflect diverse values and world 
views. Such processes can be more or less inclusive. The paradox here is that too much 
diversity runs the risk that for every argument in support of a claim, arguments can be 
made against it (and vice versa), but that too little diversity marginalizes and even 
excludes viewpoints and interests. Consequently, different courses of action are 
possible, depending on the actors and power relations among them. Typical forums for 
action that earth system governance scholars engage with are governmental 
organizations, community groups, academic institutions, non-governmental 
organizations and the business sector. Each of these forums may consider different 
types of action as more desirable or more suitable to achieve specific ends. The 
challenge is how to create and maintain decision-making processes that are at the same 
time inclusive and efficient. We need to better analyse, theorize and criticize how 
diversity affects earth system governance practice.

3.4.3 Conclusion
Diversity means that we live in many worlds, as such the realms of diversity are infinite, 
however, we also live on one planet. Researchers increasingly recognize that social and 
ecological systems are interweaved, thus social and ecological diversity are mutually 
constitutive and affect governance practice and research. Explaining and 
understanding how diverse knowledge systems, world views, socio-ecological systems 
and norms affect the conceptualization of governance as well as how they result in 
different possible courses of action for governance are important dimensions of earth 
system governance research.

We should consider the world-making effects of our theories and concepts and what is 
part or not part of our worlds, what counts or not, which ways of knowing are viewed 
as knowledge or not. This has implications for the inclusivity or exclusivity of both 
research and governance practices. At the same time that diversity can be stimulating 
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and enriching, there are risks. Diversity in normative hierarchies, knowledge systems, 
ideological and world views, as well as in terminology, and sometimes in the diverse 
meanings of similar terminology, as well as diversity in understandings of validity and 
generalizability of research findings within different paradigms, across scales, temporal 
and geographical contexts, sectors and forums may result in distinct research ‘cultures’ 
competing against each other, instead of looking for bridges in understanding. Hence, 
diversity is both a challenge and an opportunity for earth system governance to 
navigate this pluralism.

KEY POINTS
•  Diversity refers to ways of being, valuing, knowing and doing, resulting in differences 

in world views, norms, knowledge systems. As such, diversity conditions governance 
research and practice.

•  Normative diversity is an important but insufficiently developed and undertheorized 
area of earth system governance research.

•  As the society-nature dichotomy increasingly fades, we should consider governance 
responses in the context of the diversity of socio-ecological systems.

•  Diversity is both a challenge and an opportunity for earth system governance 
research.
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In this section, we elaborate upon the five sets of interconnected research lenses that 
constitute the central element of the Earth System Governance Research Framework, 
as introduced in Section 2. This section builds on the elaboration in the previous 
section of the contextual conditions that constitute part of the research framework. 
This section discusses each coupled research lens by first introducing each one then 
elaborates upon the current understanding and knowledge. We then explore long-
standing and emerging interlinkages and productive tensions between each set of 
coupled concepts, and how each coupled research lens engages with and can be 
considered in light of our four contextual conditions. We conclude by identifying some 
timely research questions in each case.

4.1 Architecture and Agency

4.1.1 Introduction
This research lens focuses on understanding the institutional frameworks and actors 
implicated in earth system governance and how these institutions and actors resist or 
respond to change and evolve over time. It combines two previously separate As: 
Architecture and Agency. Over the last decade, researchers studying governance have 
increasingly highlighted the interaction between architecture and agency within 
governance systems. Combining these topics as a coupled research lens offers new 
opportunities for understanding dynamics and change in governance systems and the 
actors herein, as a key ambition of the new Earth System Governance Science and 
Implementation Plan.

4.1.2 Architecture
Governance architecture refers to “the interlocking web of widely shared principles, 
institutions and practices that shape decisions at all levels in a given area of earth 
system governance” (Biermann et al., 2009a: 31). This has been an important focus of 
earth system governance research over the last decade. Three themes that have been 
particularly prominent are: fragmentation, complexity and polycentricity.

Fragmentation research has studied patterns of integration and decentralization in 
global environmental governance (Biermann et al., 2009B; Biermann, 2014; keohane 
and viCtor, 2011; zelli and van asselt, 2013; zürn and FaUde, 2013). It has 
considered the growing prominence of ‘private’ governance (e.g. CSR, self-regulation, 
certification; aUld, renCkens and Cashoreet, 2015; van der ven, 2015), the role of 
partnerships between state and non-state actors (kramarz, 2016; PattBerG, 2010; 
PattBerG and WiderBerG, 2016; szUleCki, PattBerG and Biermann, 2011), and 
implications for the legitimacy of global governance systems (BäCkstrand and 
kylsäter, 2014; karlsson-vinkhUyzen and mCGee, 2013). More recently, scholars 
have turned to considering how to respond to fragmentation, including ways of 
managing fragmented governance systems (van asselt and zelli, 2014), particularly 
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through attention to interactions between different regimes within and beyond the 
environmental domain (jinnah, 2014; jinnah and lindsay, 2016; van asselt, 2014).

Complexity is also an important lens for analysing governance systems, from local to 
global scales (dUit et al., 2010; dUit and Galaz, 2008; oBerthür and stokke, 2011; 
Underdal, 2010; zelli and PattBerG, 2016). Complexity has long been a defining 
feature of environmental governance, and it is now becoming an explicit topic of 
analytical study in earth system governance research, especially in light of increasing 
interest in regime complexes (aBBott, 2012; keohane and viCtor, 2011; orsini, 
morin and yoUnG, 2013) and network analysis (kim, 2013). Complexity in governance 
architectures is likely to continue to be a key theoretical topic in earth system 
governance research, particularly with continued attention to institutional interplay 
between environmental and non-environmental domains (e.g. global trade, security, 
technology; jinnah, 2014; van asselt, 2014) and increasing attention to systemic 
global risks resulting from these cross-sectoral, cross-scale interdependencies (Galaz, 
2014; Galaz et al., 2017, 2016, 2014; van asselt, 2014; van asselt and zelli, 2014).

Furthermore, there is strong emerging research and policy interest in understanding 
complex interactions under the Sustainable Development Goals (kanie and 
Biermann, 2017; BoWen et al., 2017; GriGGs et al., 2017; nilsson, GriGGs and 
visBeCk, 2016), and regarding tipping points in planetary boundaries (Galaz et al., 
2016). Governance responses to complexity build on a rich heritage of earth system 
governance research on issues of fit, interplay and scale in the design of governance 
(yoUnG et al., 2008). Research has focused on responses to complex architectures and 
their effectiveness, including policy coherence and integration (jordan and 
lensChoW, 2010; sCoBie, 2016), interplay management (oBerthür and stokke, 2011; 
oBerthür, 2009), orchestration (aBBott et al., 2012, 2015) and hierarchization (kim 
and Bosselmann, 2015; yoUnG et al., 2017; Underdal and kim, 2017; Biermann, 
kanie and kim, 2017; kotze, 2016). Governance across scales and interactions 
between scales is also an increasingly important focus of recent enquiries into 
architectural forms and arrangements (Gordon and johnson, 2017).

Polycentricity is a topic that is rapidly gaining prominence in scholarly debates about 
environmental governance. Originally proposed in the 1960s and 1970s (aliGiCa and 
tarko, 2012), research on polycentricity has recently been experiencing resurgent 
interest in several domains of earth system governance, including climate change 
(dorsCh and FlaChsland, 2017; jordan et al., 2015; ostrom, 2009, 2010a), water 
(hUitema et al., 2009; Pahl-Wostl and kniePer, 2014), biodiversity (morrison, 
2017; naGendra and ostrom, 2012) and regarding the interplay of multiple domains 
(Galaz et al., 2012). Polycentricity refers to governance systems involving multiple 
coordinated but independent centres of decision-making across sectors and scales 
(aliGiCa and tarko, 2012; ostrom, 2010a). These centres could consist of single 
actors or clusters of multiple actors that possess power and authority for making 
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certain types of decisions. Importantly, a key factor distinguishing polycentricity from 
fragmentation is the greater degree of interaction between decision-making centres 
(Pahl-Wostl and kniePer, 2014). Scholars are now seeking to deepen the conceptual 
foundations of polycentricity, moving beyond description to explore its analytical and 
normative utility (aliGiCa, 2014; aliGiCa and tarko, 2012; dorsCh and FlaChsland, 
2017; jordan et al., ForthCominG). Polycentricity is salient to earth system 
governance research for analysing whether and how fragmented and complex 
governance systems may come to successfully govern environmental issues (van 
leeUWen, 2016). It also resonates with the concepts of regime complexes (aBBott, 
2012; keohane and viCtor, 2011) and orchestration (aBBott and snidal, 2010), 
although identifying exactly how these ideas relate and interact requires further 
research. Thus, while polycentricity is an emerging concept with analytical promise, it 
remains under-theorized.

4.1.3 Agency
A key starting point for questions of agency is: who are agents in earth system 
governance and what roles do they play? Who acts and in whose name, and to further 
what aims? And importantly, how are agents constituted (through what means, 
methods and political processes)? Traditionally, questions of agency have centred on 
actors such as states (local, state/provincial, national; WBGU, 2011), international 
bodies (e.g. UN, World Bank, development banks), the private sector (e.g. industries, 
transnational corporations), environmental NGOs (both domestic and international), 
scientists, indigenous peoples and citizens. Over the last decade of earth system 
governance research, there has also been growing attention to intergovernmental 
institutions (e.g. European Union, trade regulators, standard-setting bodies; mitChell, 
2013), international bureaucracies (jinnah, 2014; BaUer et al., 2012; Biermann, 
2009C), global financial investors and different types of ‘non-state’ actors (BäCkstrand 
et al., 2017; kUyPer and BäCkstrand, 2016; sCoBie, 2017a) including transnational 
networks (BUlkeley, 2014; Chan et al., 2015; WiderBerG and PattBerG, 2017) and 
the agency of global norms and their power to shape domestic policy especially in 
weaker societies and small-island developing states (sCoBie 2017a, 2017B). There is 
growing attention to ‘new agents’ that have been traditionally under-studied, such as 
small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs) (BUrCh et al., 2016), cities (kraas et al., 2016; 
nCe, 2016), voluntary governance initiatives (van der ven, 2015), and to groups at risk 
of being disproportionately affected by escalating environmental impacts and societal 
transformations (e.g. low socioeconomic groups, women, ethnic minorities, displaced 
people, indigenous groups, vulnerable sectors in developing countries; sCoBie, 2013).

Finally, it is also necessary to better understand the role of media and social media, 
especially given allegations of ‘post-truth’ societies, as well as celebrity culture seeking 
to influence debates about environmental issues such as climate change. And more 
broadly, a focus on non-traditional and otherwise ‘hidden’ forms of agency and 
actorness is as crucial as those more readily seen.
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The complex and changing array of actors in earth system governance leads to shifting 
patterns of authority and power, creating new domains, configurations and dynamics 
in environmental governance (jinnah, 2017; neWell, PattBerG and sChroeder, 
2012). This raises pressing questions about how authority and power are constituted, 
with what effects, and the interactions between diverse forms of agency (BUlkeley et 
al., 2014; Green, 2014; hiCkmann, 2016, 2017). Such interactions are multidimensional 
in their complexity, whereby actors may create, maintain, disrupt and modify the 
institutional structures, mandates and outcomes of which they are a part or of others 
within wider governance communities. Agency interactions include norm creation and 
diffusion, orchestration, regime creation, modification and demise. These interactions 
lead to questions relating to the relative power of the actors involved and the nature 
and implications of their actions in governance, including: the ethical (legal and 
fiduciary), normative (transparency, equity, accountability, inclusiveness), technical 
(effectiveness, sustainability), temporal (present and future consequences), spatial and 
scalar (state/non-state, global/international, geographical, economic, political, uni-/
multi-/interdisciplinary). Orchestration, frequently used by international organizations 
when they engage intermediary actors to influence a target actor (aBBott et al., 2012; 
sChleiFer, 2013), raises new legitimacy questions (BäCkstrand and kUyPer, 2017) 
and has been a particular area of legitimacy studies in the earth system governance 
community (aBBott et al., 2015; aBBott and Bernstein, 2015; aBBott and snidal, 
2010).

4.1.4 Interplay between Architecture and Agency
The interplay between architecture and agency opens up novel opportunities for 
studying institutional dynamics, relationships and change in governance systems. 
Earth system governance scholars increasingly point to the dynamic nature of 
institutional structures (yoUnG, 2010), and the importance of understanding 
relationships between actors and structures within evolving governance systems 
(BeUnen, Patterson and van assChe, 2017; BeUnen and Patterson, 2016; sCoBie, 
2016). Institutional structures condition the behaviour of actors, but actors can also 
question, disrupt or modify institutional structures and thus cause them to change 
(BloomField, 2017; laWrenCe, sUddaBy and leCa, 2009). It is also crucial to consider 
the interplay between structures, practices and agents that keep up unsustainable 
practices. Agency is important for learning about processes of creating governance 
architectures, their persistence or failure, and how they can be adapted to meet 
changing needs and expectations.

Understanding institutional change is a topic that earth system governance research 
needs to take on as a key focus. Scholars outside the earth system governance 
community have convincingly argued that current theories of institutional change are 
lacking, because they emphasize either stability (e.g. dynamics of self-replication) or 
radical change (e.g. in response to crisis), but fail to suitably explain more gradual and 
evolutionary modes of change that are arguably most common (mahoney and 
thelen, 2010; thelen, 2009). In light of urgency of climate change and many other 
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sustainability and development challenges, there is increasing attention to innovation 
in governance (aUld et al., 2014; jordan and hUitema, 2014a, 2014B), and 
overcoming path dependency and lock-in (e.g. seto et al., 2016) in governance 
systems that are no longer fit for purpose to solve the problems at hand, at global to 
local scales (Biermann et al., 2016, 2012). Tackling this theoretical problem places 
earth system governance research at the forefront of institutional scholarship generally, 
because, as Hall (2010) surmises, the institutions literature has traditionally focused on 
exploring how institutions shape behaviour (a ‘first-order problem’) and is only now 
starting to shift towards exploring how institutions themselves change (a ‘second-order 
problem’).

Another key challenge for earth system governance research is understanding the 
implications of the Anthropocene for architectures and agency. The changing 
boundary conditions for environmental governance systems caused by the 
Anthropocene (e.g. potential planetary thresholds, nonlinear climatic changes) may 
cause governance systems to fail. Furthermore, in the global context of pressures on 
multilateral global problem solving, path-dependent domestic political systems, 
growing social inequality and threats to human development, addressing issues of 
institutional decay and renewal becomes a key imperative (FUkUyama, 2014). Here, 
questions about institutional adaptiveness and reflexivity (dryzek, 2016; Galaz, 2014) 
and transformations in governance systems (Biermann et al., 2012; Patterson et al., 
2017) become key topics. This is equally so for the other contextual conditions 
explored in the preceding section.

4.1.5. Linkages with Contextual Conditions
Table 2 overleaf illustrates how the two key elements of the new Earth System 
Governance Research Framework (contextual conditions and research lenses) can 
come together to generate timely and pressing research questions.
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4.1.6. Research Questions
Several key research questions emerge regarding architecture and agency (and the 
interlinkages between them) for earth system governance research in the next 5-10 
years. These include, among others:

•  What are the implications for earth system governance of polycentricity and 
long-standing and growing diversities and power disparities among agents? What are 
the analytical and normative implications of this? How can the performance of 
complex/fragmented/polycentric systems be evaluated?

•  How are environmental issues influenced by complex global networks across sectors, 
scales and decision-making arenas, and what are the implications for earth system 
governance? How are shifting dynamics of agency impacting the ways in which 
institutions and architectures are evolving?

•  How, why and with what implications are shifts in authority and power in earth 
system governance occurring (e.g. new actors emerging, state-business-society 
interactions, hidden actors)?

•  What is the continuing and evolving role of the state in the complex, connected and 
rapidly changing milieu in which earth system governance occurs? In particular, what 
is the role of the state when it comes to societal transformations, such as in response 
to climate change and rapid global urbanization?

Architecture and Agency

Contextual conditions

Transformation   The pathways through which structures, regimes, institutions  
and actors authoritatively guide, shape or block societal 
transformations

 Inequality  Analysing how architecture and agency entrench or disrupt global 
to local patterns of inequality, and/or inequality of interactions 
between agents in each governance regime, institution and domain

Anthropocene  The kinds of governance systems at scales from local to global 
needed in the Anthropocene, and how existing governance systems 
innovate or are being renewed to bring this about

Diversity   How existing and newly emerging complex interactions among 
earth system agents and architectures contribute towards better 
environmental outcomes, in light of diversity and pluralistic world 
views

Table 2 
The ESG Research Framework: interplay between research lenses  

and contextual conditions – Architecture and Agency
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•  What kinds of governance architectures at scales from local to global are suitable for 
governance in the Anthropocene, and how can existing governance systems innovate 
or be renewed to bring this about?

•  What are the determinants and what is the value of measuring effectiveness and 
efficiency in environmental agency and architectures? How can the interdisciplinarity 
of the earth system governance community contribute to finding pathways for more 
effective action and architectures at different scales of governance?

4.2 Democracy and Power

4.2.1 Introduction
Democracy worldwide is under pressure from new configurations of power within 
states, notably the resurgence of populism and authoritarianism, often with a strident 
anti-environmental tenor (BomBerG, 2017). Political currents at the national level may 
in turn have far-reaching implications for the international community’s capacity to 
solve collective problems. In these conditions it is imperative for future research in 
earth system governance to examine whether new conceptions of democracy and 
power can help make sense of, and craft responses to, these trends. Earth system 
governance research must also contend with the fact that the exercise of power 
extending well beyond conventional political institutions may influence global 
environmental change, not least through the ways in which business interests and 
dominant discourses shape patterns of production and consumption. Any 
interrogation of democracy must also challenge the assumption that, prior to the 
emergence of new threats and pressures, meaningful democracy was already being 
widely practiced, even though many societies classed as ‘democracies’ fall well short of 
democratic ideals.

4.2.2 Democracy
While the previous Earth System Governance Science and Implementation Plan 
touched on democratic concerns through the themes of accountability and agency, it 
did not include democracy as a standalone theme. The extension of the accountability 
theme to include legitimacy enabled the project to encompass a broader range of 
concerns relevant to democracy, including the inclusion of affected interests in 
decision-making, the quality of deliberative processes, and the transmission of citizens’ 
concerns to authoritative institutions (Biermann and GUPta, 2011). Nevertheless, for 
the reasons set out above, it is timely for the project to engage more directly and 
explicitly with democracy, even as it continues to address still pressing questions 
around sources and mechanisms of accountability, including calls for ever more 
transparency (GUPta 2010; GUPta and mason, 2014; GUPta and van asselt, 2017; 
kramarz and Park, 2016).
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Democracy bears on earth system governance at all levels: global, regional, national, 
sub-national and local. Earth system governance has a special concern with global 
governance, and so with global democracy. Despite a burgeoning literature on global 
democracy (held, 1995; arChiBUGi, koeniG-arChiBUGi and marChetti, 2011), 
relatively little literature has addressed global democracy explicitly from an earth 
system governance perspective (for exceptions see dryzek and stevenson, 2011; 
stevenson and dryzek, 2014). This literature underscores, however, that claims for 
global democracy may be advanced even in the absence of some features that are often 
taken to be defining aspects of democracy at other levels (such as elections or a 
well-defined demos). At the same time, the Earth System Governance Project also 
welcomes contributions that are sceptical about the possibility or desirability of global 
democracy (e.g. keohane, 2015). Furthermore, whatever the prospects for global 
democracy, strengthening democratic institutions at national and sub-national levels is 
crucial for securing what could be called earth system democracy worldwide. The 
intersections between global, national and local democracy are particularly important 
to study, not least because the legitimacy of national representatives in multilateral fora 
depends on the legitimacy of domestic processes for forming collective preferences. 
Similarly, democracy can be understood not only as a quality of state institutions, but 
also as extended to non-state actors and hybrid forms of governance.

The relationship between democracy and sustainability has been a longstanding theme 
of environmental political theory. From the 1980s onwards, theories of ecological (or 
green) democracy emerged to explore – and seek ways of resolving – potential 
tensions between democratic processes and environmental outcomes (see for example 
e.g. dryzek, 1987; Goodin, 1992; eCkersley, 1992). Public involvement in 
environmental decision-making is widely seen to improve the quality of those 
decisions, particularly by harnessing the knowledge of communities affected by 
environmental concerns or those with experience in managing environmental 
problems (arias-maldonado, 2007). But, given that citizens often accord relatively 
low priority to environmental matters compared to other policy issues, it remains 
contested whether democratic institutions produce pro-environmental outcomes more 
reliably than autocratic or technocratic forms of decision-making. This makes the 
analysis of environmental governance in non-democratic settings likewise essential 
(e.g. Böhmelt, 2014). The tension between democracy and sustainability has become 
particularly acute with the rise of populist leaders espousing climate science denial and 
broader anti-environmental views. This raises the further concern whether earth 
system governance can simultaneously attain input legitimacy (in relation to decision-
making procedures) and output legitimacy (in relation to institutional outcomes; see 
generally BäCkstrand, 2006). A particular focus of continuing research in this context 
is how to secure more accountable state, non-state and hybrid governance 
arrangements, and what the transformative potential of transparency herein is, with 
regard to both empowerment and improved sustainability outcomes (see generally, 
GUPta and mason, 2014; kramarz and Park, 2015).
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Such research can also occur in the context of recent renewal of interest in the 
‘dilemma’ of green democracy (WonG, 2016). However, the challenges are conceptual 
as well as practical. It is important to consider, for example, whether the conditions of 
the Anthropocene make it harder to secure democracy and sustainability 
simultaneously, or whether the very concept of democracy (and its relationship to 
sustainability) now needs to be rethought in the light of the Anthropocene (eCkersley, 
2017). Or whether and how the tensions between democracy and sustainability in earth 
system governance are more or less acute across different policy areas and governance 
levels, whether different varieties of democracy (e.g. corporatist or adversarial systems) 
are more adept at managing those tensions, or how articulations of ecology and 
democracy in different cultures yield new insights (kothari, 2014). Thus, whether or 
not democracy is valued instrumentally (as a means to achieve better governance 
outcomes) or in its own right, much remains to be known about what is needed to 
secure democracy in earth system governance. Most eco-democratic innovations focus 
on the domestic level, although there have been some examples at the global level. 
These include efforts to promote the inclusion of civil society in multilateral 
environmental negotiations (Betsill and Corell, 2008; BernaUer and Betzold, 
2012), institutionalization of procedural environmental rights (as in the Aarhus 
Convention: see mason, 2010), transnational initiatives to strengthen transparency and 
accountability (GUPta, 2010; Biermann and GUPta, 2011; kramarz and Park, 2016) 
and deliberative initiatives to engage the views of citizens around the world on 
environmental issues, such as the World Wide Views initiatives on climate change and 
biodiversity (WorthinGton, rask and minna, 2013; rask and WorthinGton, 2015). 
Yet each of these has its limitations. So, for example, the process of creating the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) was accompanied by widespread consultation 
with civil society, yet questions remain about the depth of public engagement and its 
influence on the final set of goals (Chasek and WaGner, 2016; Gellers, 2016).

The inclusion of non-state actors and discourses has been a major theme of research in 
earth system governance that draws on theories of deliberative and stakeholder 
democracy (dryzek and stevenson, 2011; BaBer and Bartlett, 2015; BäCkstrand 
et al., 2010). Although the involvement of non-state actors is often seen as essential 
for democratizing global environmental governance, questions remain about the extent 
to which the internal practices of non-state actors reflect norms of democratic 
legitimacy, including inclusive and high-quality deliberation (BäCkstrand and 
kUyPer, 2017). A major challenge for democratization is how to ensure the inclusion of 
marginalized or under-represented groups, including indigenous peoples, women, 
future generations and non-human entities such as animals and ecosystems. A further 
major area for earth system governance is whether and how multilateral environmental 
knowledge assessments should be democratized by opening up their practices to more 
diverse forms of knowledge (Cornell et al., 2013; santos, 2014, 2016).
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4.2.3 Power
Power (as expressed in domination) might seem as though it is something to be 
resisted. However, power can embrace ‘power to’ overcome vested interests in order to 
bring about environmental reforms, as well as ‘power over’ marginalized groups 
exercised by elites. Thus Barnett and Duvall (2005:42) define power as the “production, 
in and through social relations, of effects that shape the capacities of actors to 
determine their circumstances and fate”. In this light, dealing with power is inescapable 
in any kind of governance. An earth system governance perspective can add specific 
insights to more general debates about the role of power in governance, such as how 
the way in which environmental questions are constructed can serve some interests 
and repress others.

The previous Science and Implementation Plan contained power as a cross-cutting 
theme, but the role of power in earth system governance remains largely under-
theorized. Power should be understood as a multi-dimensional concept that may be 
exercised through control over material as well as ideational resources; while some 
forms of power may be relational and exercised by particular agents, others are more 
diffuse and can take on structural or discursive dimensions (lUkes, 2005; Barnett and 
dUvall, 2005; FUChs, 2007). Different societies and social groups may conceptualize 
power in different ways.

Earth system governance raises questions of power across the dimensions just 
highlighted. Countries wielding greater economic or political power are often seen as 
having greater responsibility to act on global environmental concerns (BUkovansky et 
al., 2012). Unequal power relations between the developing and industrialized 
countries have long been a key dynamic of global environmental governance 
(martinez-alier, 2002; CiPlet, roBerts and khan, 2015). Global power relations also 
intersect with other kinds of power asymmetries, including gender and racial 
discrimination (sChlosBerG and Collins, 2014) and the privileged position of some 
interest groups (e.g. business) over others (e.g. environmental groups) in domestic 
politics (Falkner, 2008; BloomField, 2017). New distributions of power may emerge 
where non-state actors become more closely involved in governance (Betsill and 
Corell, 2008; Green, 2013), or where international organizations enter into 
relationships with other actors through delegation or orchestration (sChleiFer, 2013; 
aBBott et al., 2016; BäCkstrand and kUyPer, 2017).

Discursive power may be exercised, among other ways, through overarching discourses 
such as sustainability and the green economy, as well as through more specific 
concepts such as ecosystem services and natural capital (dryzek, 2013). Different 
discourses may privilege certain kinds of values (e.g. economic or cultural) with 
associated implications both for the power of certain actors (e.g. businesses or 
communities) as well as for policies to regulate power over environmental resources 
(e.g. markets in pollution permits or community-based natural resource management, 
see, e.g., raik, Wilson and deCker, 2008). Civil society actors lacking formal decision-
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making power may nevertheless exercise ‘framing power’ by drawing attention to the 
concerns of vulnerable groups, as with civil society organizations’ efforts to frame loss 
and damage resulting from climate change as a matter of justice rather than as a 
technical issue (allan and hadden, 2017). Issues of power also intersect with other 
themes of the Science and Implementation Plan, including justice.

The idea of the Anthropocene underscores the unprecedented power that humans 
exert over non-human nature, while at the same time cautioning that human 
interference with earth system processes has the potential to trigger major (and 
possibly catastrophic) state shifts in the entire system that elude human control. A key 
strand of optimistic narratives of the Anthropocene is that humanity has the power to 
shape the earth system for the better (BreakthroUGh institUte, 2015), notably 
through climate-related geoengineering. Yet others caution that geoengineering raises 
many unresolved questions of power, including that of whose hand is on the global 
‘thermostat’ (riCke, moreno-CrUz and Caldeira, 2013). Some scholars have 
criticized the notion of the Anthropocene for its inattention to issues of power. Thus 
Baskin (2015:16) argues that “the term ‘Anthropocene’ reveals the power of humans, 
but it conceals who and what is powerful, and how that power is enacted”. Others argue 
that it is possible to form a nuanced understanding of the Anthropocene that takes 
issues such as power and diversity into account (Biermann et al., 2016). The 
reconfiguration of global patterns of production and consumption in response to the 
challenges of the Anthropocene may provide opportunities for greater equality in 
global power relations. Not least, the rise of economies such as China and India is 
already reconfiguring power relations in global environmental governance (CiPlet, 
roBerts and khan, 2015). While this trend may hold the promise of remedying 
long-standing inequalities between industrialized and developing countries, it also has 
the potential to generate new forms of inequality (e.g. through China’s purchases of 
agricultural land in sub-Saharan Africa: see BräUtiGam, 2009).

Many of the practices that could serve to democratize earth system governance may 
help simultaneously to alleviate power inequalities, particularly by empowering 
citizens and marginalized groups (see research question 4 below). However, a 
dedicated focus on power is required to illuminate how different forms of unequal 
power are generated and sustained in institutions for global environmental governance. 
So, for example, power analysis may help to uncover the relative power of actors in 
complex global supply chains over the environmental impacts of world trade (FUChs 
et al., 2016). Power analysis can also serve to challenge prevailing orthodoxies about 
desirable architectures for earth system governance. Morrison et al. (2017), for 
example, argue that while polycentric governance is often seen as an antidote to 
excessive centralization of power, existing literature often overlooks that polycentric 
systems may embed other forms of power asymmetry. This kind of analysis may in turn 
shed light on how power inequalities could be alleviated and abuses of power curtailed. 
Research to identify power inequalities and abuses must be sensitive to the fact that 
these phenomena may manifest themselves differently depending on the type of power 
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in question (e.g. governmental or corporate power); the governance responses required 
may vary accordingly.

The invisibility (or undervaluation) of other ways of knowing and other ways of being 
(or ‘worlds’) is a result of historical processes that have evolved from imbalances in 
power relations, including global capitalism and colonization (esCoBar, 2007, 2016; 
tiCkner and Blaney, 2012, 2013). Considering these other knowledge systems in more 
equal terms will require changes in power relations and associated changes to 
participation in decision-making processes and to the co-production of knowledge.

Particular concerns include: how well do existing mechanisms (such as environmental 
and social safeguards, and legal or non-legal redress mechanisms) help to curb abuses 
of power? Does the transparency-driven approach of the Paris Agreement and other 
recent multilateral environmental agreements empower smaller states (through a 
capacity to hold larger ones to account) or does it merely perpetuate existing power 
inequalities? How does international financing for global environmental objectives 
alter power dynamics between contributor and recipient countries, and within 
recipient countries? How can inequalities of power be exposed and reduced through 
efforts to generate and synthesize knowledge about the earth system and how it is 
governed?

4.2.4 Interplay between Democracy and Power
Democracy and power are distinct but closely interlinked. Democracy promises a 
means of distributing political power among citizens and transferring power to their 
representatives without resorting to violence or coercion, as well as a means of 
curtailing the arbitrary exercise of power. Yet inequalities of power infuse democratic 
institutions, as demonstrated by the success of fossil fuel interests in shaping climate 
policy. Concern about preventing and remedying abuses of power may stem from a 
belief in the value of global democracy, but it need not: such a concern could be 
grounded in a more basic interest in ensuring the legitimate exercise of authority in 
global governance (Grant and keohane, 2005).

4.2.5 Linkages with Contextual Conditions
Table 3 opposite illustrates how the two key elements of the new Earth System 
Governance Research Framework (contextual conditions and research lenses) can 
come together to generate timely and pressing research questions.
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Democracy and Power

Contextual conditions

Transformation   Earth system democracy will require institutional and social 
transformation not only at the global level but at other scales as 
well; sustainability transformations in turn can pose challenges for 
democratic legitimacy

  Institutional transformation provides opportunities to reconfigure 
power relations, but may also reproduce existing power structures

Inequality  Democratizing earth system governance is essential for remedying 
unequal decision-making power on issues of global environmental 
concern

  Inequalities of power are closely linked to other forms of economic 
and social inequality; democracy can help to challenge and 
overcome multiple forms of inequality

Anthropocene  New forms of democratic practice – and new understandings of 
what democracy means – are required to come to terms with the 
challenges posed by the Anthropocene

  In the Anthropocene humans have unprecedented power over 
nature, accompanied by greater dangers that this power will be 
misused

Diversity  Where power is exercised to exclude minorities or marginalized 
groups, exclusion reduces diversity in representation and in the 
forms of knowledge brought to bear in decision-making

  Earth system democracy requires greater diversity of voices in 
decision-making

Table 3  
The ESG Research Framework: interplay between  

research lenses and contextual conditions – Democracy and Power

4.2.6 Research Questions
Key questions for future research on democracy and power in earth system governance 
include:

•  What is the nature of the relationship between democracy and sustainability in earth 
system governance?

•  What kinds of institutions and practices may enhance or impede democratization in 
earth system governance?

•  How can interlinkages between accountability, legitimacy and transparency as key 
qualities of governance arrangements be conceptualized and realized, and under 
what conditions does transparency contribute to more accountable and legitimate 
earth system governance?
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•  What kinds of institutions, practices and norms can alleviate inequalities and abuses 
of power in earth system governance?

•  Does the Anthropocene exacerbate existing power inequalities or create new 
opportunities for the legitimate exercise of power?

 

4.3 Justice and Allocation

4.3.1 Introduction
As outlined in our contextual conditions relating to inequality, questions of justice and 
allocation are becoming central political discourses in a world with growing 
inequalities within and across national borders. Currently, governments and 
intergovernmental organizations formulate goals and set priorities for action that aim 
to address these issues on a global scale. For example, two of the goals of the recently 
adopted Sustainable Development Goals address reducing inequalities within and 
across countries (Goal 10) and promoting peace and justice (Goal 16). In addition, 
private actors, such as businesses and civil society organizations, create institutions 
that use the market to generate ‘fair’ distribution of environmental and/or social goods, 
such as the Ethical Trading Initiative and the Fairtrade Labelling Organization. 
Likewise, activist and grassroots networks such as Global Justice Now are also engaged 
with justice concerns. As justice, and its core demand of allocation, become 
fundamental political and social concerns, there is an urgent need to develop a 
systematic analytical, philosophical and empirical investigation thereby.

However, the concept of justice is elusive and means different things to different 
people. In its colloquial use justice is understood as ‘the quality of being fair and 
reasonable’ (Oxford Dictionary) as ‘fairness in the way people are dealt with’ 
(Cambridge Dictionary) or as ‘the principle of fairness that like cases should be treated 
alike’ (Collins Dictionary). Also, different disciplines refer to justice differently. While 
economists emphasize allocation, lawyers speak of equity, resource analysts of access, 
political scientists of fairness and sociologists of social justice (Biermann et al., 
2009a). Likewise, political philosophers have developed different theories of justice. 
For example, while liberal-egalitarian theorists would stress ‘fair distribution’ of various 
goods resources as the central requirement for justice (e.g. raWls, 1971, 1999), 
capabilities theorists would propose to evaluate how these goods or resources are 
transformed into the capacity of individuals to function in lives of their own choosing 
(e.g. sen, 1999, 2009; nUssBaUm, 2000). While cosmopolitan theorists would extend 
liberal egalitarian concerns at the global level (e.g. Beitz, 1979, 1999; Caney, 2005), 
others would deny the possibility of global justice entirely (e.g. naGel, 2005).

4.3.2 Justice
“We do not live in a just world” (naGel, 2005). The fact that this proposition is 
uncontroversial does not mean that the concept of justice is not contested or elusive. 
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For the purpose of earth system governance, we find it useful to conceptualize justice 
in three dimensions (jerneCk et al., 2011): intergenerational (between generations), 
international (between states and regions) and intersectional (between groups/
categories in society).

Intergenerational justice is core to environmental concerns for both natural and social 
reasons. The inertia of many natural systems and phenomena is one obvious reason 
why inter-generational considerations are essential. For example, greenhouse gases are 
persistent over more than one generation, while the atmosphere responding to these 
gases interacts with oceans and icecaps operating at timescales of decades and 
millennia. Extraction of finite resources, be they oil, coal or minerals, is fundamentally 
a matter of intergenerational justice. So is the generation of long-lived hazardous 
materials, such as nuclear waste where one generation reaps the benefits of nuclear 
power while hundreds of generations will live with the waste. Irreversible processes, 
such as extinction of species or permanent depletion of resources are also of 
intergenerational importance. In practice however, it remains contested and difficult to 
accept that future generations may have moral rights with respect to us, and that we 
may have obligations with respect to them.

International justice has a long tradition of research and scholarship in earth system 
governance, often from the point of view of international relations. Many of our most 
pressing environmental challenges, be they climate change, loss of biodiversity, 
overfishing or depletion of water resources, have explicit and implicit international 
implications and drivers. Historically, those contributing most to climate change have 
been industrialized countries, though a changing climate will have much more severe 
negative impacts on developing countries. Similarly, many of the policies and 
mechanisms for addressing climate change are initiated by the industrialized countries 
but with significant implications for people in the developing countries.

Intersectional justice relates to the concept of intersectionality, expressing the multiple 
dimensions and modalities of social relations and subject formations we belong to 
(mCCall, 2005). In earth system governance, intersectional justice can be understood 
in relation to multiple deprivations at context-specific intersections of age, class, caste, 
(dis)ability, gender, indigeneity and race. Examples of intersectional (in)justice are rife 
in regard to climate change impacts as well as impacts of climate change policies 
(olsson et al., 2014).

4.3.3 Allocation
Justice as allocation or distributive justice evaluates how and to what end a just society 
allocates the costs and benefits of social cooperation (raWls, 1971). This perspective 
emphasizes that justice fundamentally concerns the basic structure of society and how 
this defines and regulates social, economic and environmental equality and inequality. 
For earth system governance, distributive justice would pay attention to the institutions 
that are responsible for distributing such costs and benefits across different 
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generations, among nation states and among different groups in global societies. There 
is no widespread consensus on what is considered just distribution, however, and 
different principles apply (lUterBaCher and sPrinz, 2001). To illustrate, utilitarians 
accept as just the distribution that on average produces more benefits than costs. 
Scholars in the liberal egalitarian tradition, in contrast, adopt a (global) ‘difference 
principle’ whereby inequality in the distribution of costs and benefits is acceptable as 
long as this benefits the least advantaged members of society (Beitz, 1979; Caney, 2001, 
2005; moellendorF, 2002). Still others advocate a needs-based minimum floor 
principle whereby basic needs should be satisfied first before any distribution is 
considered (BroCk, 2009). The plurality of distributive justice principles invites earth 
system governance research to clarify and unravel the principles that underline the 
multiple governance processes in which decisions regarding ‘who gets what and why’ 
are being negotiated and disputed.

For justice as allocation to materialize, however, scholars contend that two other 
elements are important, namely recognition and representation (Fraser, 2001). If a 
group or individual lacks recognition in the social or political structures within a 
society, it will contribute to maldistribution (yoUnG, 1990; Fraser, 1997, 2001). Lack of 
recognition occurs when people are devalued, dominated or disrespected due to their 
identity or status. Recognition and distribution are two distinct experiences of justice, 
but are intrinsically tied. Misrecognition manifests in the structures, practices, rules, 
norms and language. In turn, it is within this context that the maldistribution is 
instigated (Fraser, 1997). Recognition can be achieved when individuals are free of 
physical threats, offered complete and equal political rights, and have distinguishing 
cultural traditions free from various forms of disparagement (honneth, 2001).

Next to recognition, representation describes the democratic, fair and equitable 
processes in decision-making (sChlosBerG, 2007). It demands that all groups, 
especially those most affected, are fully provided the opportunity to participate in the 
decision-making process, and the decision-making should be shared. It also requires 
that all (affected) actors participate in an impartial way and ensure full disclosure so as 
to facilitate effective participation – this includes the content of the information, how 
it is provided, if it is provided in a timely manner and to whom it is given. In other 
words, representation emphasizes the importance of the political process through 
which existing injustices in distribution and recognition can be addressed (yoUnG, 
1990). For earth system governance research, representation requires evaluating, for 
instance, the democratic character of the processes through which decisions affecting 
the distribution of environmental costs and benefits, as well as the economic costs and 
benefits of proposed solutions. It further entails questioning who are considered and 
recognized as legitimate participants and beneficiaries of cooperation and who are not 
(including nation states, social groups and different generations).
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4.3.4 Interplay between Justice and Allocation
This section explores the interplay between debates and concepts of justice and 
allocation that can enrich and inform the next generation of earth system governance 
research.

In international forums, human rights are seen as one path to advance equity claims of 
disadvantaged and underserved peoples. Human rights to water, for example, are 
considered to have enormous mobilizing potential and may help redress the imbalance 
between the have and have-nots in water allocation and use (sUltana and loFtUs, 
2012). In those countries that have institutionalized the human right to water as a 
constitutional protection or through national legislation, it may serve as a moral 
articulation and as a basis for legal challenges, even if there are limitations in terms of 
implementation (Gerlak and Wilder, 2012). Among other things, access to systems of 
implementation and justice at national and international levels are needed to ensure 
implementation of those rights for the poorest and most vulnerable (GUPta and leBel, 
2010), and proper recognition.

Likewise, just and non-discriminatory legal and regulatory systems and institutional 
frameworks directly reduce human suffering and the causes of violence; resolve 
conflicts; and are indispensable for promoting and maintaining peaceful societies, for 
the fair distribution of environmental rights (to goods and services; GriGGs et al., 
2014; Paloniemi et al., 2015; sCovazzi, 2016), risks (thaler and hartmann, 2016) 
duties (including positive duties of care or negative duties to refrain from harming the 
environment; asmelash, 2015; Barrett, 2011; dUUs-otterström and jaGers, 2012; 
norström et al., 2014; saarinen, 2013) and for preserving delicate physical 
environmental systems (including genetic, historical and cultural assets).

More broadly, the good governance of complex global economic and environmental 
systems requires strong social, economic and legal institutions that are multilevel and 
hybrid (in types of actors, sectors, spaces and forms of relationships; Boehmelt et al., 
2014; kalFaGianni, 2014; nUnes et al., 2016; ramos, 2015; stratoUdakis et al., 
2016), context specific, flexible, participatory, representative, inclusive, accountable 
(donald and Way, 2016), transparent, resilient and effective (BraCkinG, 2015; van 
Bommel et al., 2016).

Legitimate and transparent democratic processes, in particular, permit societies and 
communities to choose equitable policies to address environmental problems 
(Biermann et al., 2012). Justice can be achieved through public participation in 
decision-making, by empowering communities and seeking equitable distribution 
(anand, 2004). Mobilizing the agency of local communities, indigenous peoples and 
non-governmental organizations to help shift towards mutual learning and capacity-
building approaches at different governance levels is a key part of promoting 
democracy in environmental governance (dryzek and stevenson, 2011) and 
illustrates representative or procedural justice. New alternative discourses and social 
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movements are often necessary to promote a re-allocation of resources and shift to 
more just and equitable patterns of use (GUPta and leBel, 2010). The widespread 
anti-privatization movement around water in Latin America over the past two decades 
illustrates the power of social movements to protect marginalized populations and 
reverse neoliberal water reforms at national and local levels (BUstamante, Cresto 
and WalnyCki, 2012). Increasingly, climate justice activists and movements, for 
instance, are relying on the local experience of increasing vulnerability and adaptive 
responses to climate change helping to shift beyond traditional distributive justice 
approaches to addressing injustice (sChlosBerG, 2013).

Economic tools typically focus on distributive justice. For example, some advocate for 
stronger financial support for poorer countries, through direct support payments for 
climate change mitigation and adaptation programmes based on international 
agreements or through international market mechanisms, like global emissions 
markets (Biermann, PattBerG and zelli, 2010, 2012). Carefully designed and 
monitored market mechanisms for climate change mitigation and technology transfer 
can help to address inequalities between industrialized and developing countries 
(dryzek and stevenson, 2011). Internationally, ethical and environmentally friendly 
labelling strategies and financial instruments like tradable certificates or taxes have 
been promoted to better inform consumers, producers and institutions about resource 
usages and for example in the case of the water usage may help to shift the financial 
burden to customers of water-intensive products (hoFF, 2009).

Finally, personal religious and ethical world views (dash, 2014; esqUivel and 
mallimaCi, 2017) are often the drivers for solidarity and subsidiarity at global to local 
levels and in earth system governance form the overarching delivery framework and 
contexts for partnerships for ending poverty and inequality (FeyGina, 2013), for 
sustainable financing, capacity building, technology sharing and transfer, and for quick 
responses to environmental shocks and crisis situations at national or local scales.

4.3.5 Linkages with Contextual Conditions
Table 4 opposite illustrates how the two key elements of the new Earth System 
Governance Research Framework (contextual conditions and research lenses) can 
come together to generate timely and pressing research questions.
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4.3.6 Research Questions
Key questions for future research on justice and allocation in earth system governance 
include:

•  How can we advance interdisciplinary approaches to justice and allocation?
•  Which new demands for justice and allocation are emerging in the context of 

profound transformations of the earth system?
•  What kind of trade-offs may be identified between the different dimensions of justice 

and allocation?
•  What types of steering have been effective and not effective to channel personal, 

regional, national and global world views towards more sustainable approaches to 
environmental rights and duties?

 

4.4 Anticipation and Imagination

4.4.1 Introduction
Increasingly, earth system governance includes proliferating processes of anticipating 
and imagining diverse futures, including, among others, through modelling, integrated 
assessments, foresight and scenario building. There is an urgent need to examine how 
to govern such diverse anticipation processes, but also to scrutinize how anticipation 
itself becomes a site of politics and governance. Analysing these twin processes is a 
crucial and timely task for the social and interdisciplinary sciences, including for the 

Justice and allocation

Contextual conditions

Transformation  The conditions under which societal transformations are 
considered just and the distribution of costs and benefits of 
transformations

Inequality  How inequality may increase the salience of justice and allocation 
research; under what conditions inequality (in its multiple 
dimensions) is also considered unjust from an earth system 
governance perspective

Anthropocene  Whether new demands for justice and allocation are emerging as a 
result of the unpredictability of the Anthropocene era

Diversity  How diverse world views, contexts and knowledge systems may be 
harnessed to advance justice and allocation research and 
outcomes

Table 4  
The ESG Research Framework: interplay  

between research lenses and contextual conditions – Justice and Allocation
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earth system governance community. This subsection identifies a research agenda 
relating to the increasingly central role of processes and tools of anticipation and 
imagination in earth system governance, keeping in mind the contextual conditions of 
transformation, inequality, the Anthropocene and diversity discussed in the previous 
section.

4.4.2 Anticipation
Seeking to steer (or govern) an unknown and largely unknowable future is fraught with 
normative and scientific uncertainties and conflicts (hUlme, 2010; nordmann, 2014). 
Anticipatory governance entails the evolution of steering mechanisms in the present to 
govern future earth system transformations, in the face of extreme normative and 
scientific uncertainty and conflict over the very existence, nature and distributive 
implications of such transformations (GUPta, 2001, 2011; GUston, 2010). As such, it is a 
politically charged and challenging endeavour. Governance is always anticipatory to a 
greater or lesser extent, particularly in policy domains such as military planning or 
budgeting. Increasingly, however, anticipatory governance is becoming central to the 
environmental and sustainability realm, with its long-standing tendency towards 
reactive or retrospective governance, given accelerating earth system transformations 
and their potentially disruptive societal and distributional consequences. This holds 
also for governance challenges associated with potentially transformative and powerful 
emerging technologies, characterized by strong claims of global benefit but also 
extreme uncertainties and contested risk, such as biotechnology, nanotechnology, 
geoengineering or synthetic biology. Anticipatory governance of novel technological 
trajectories or earth system transformations requires attention to contested aspects 
such as securing accountability, ascribing responsibility, determining liability or 
ensuring compensation for environmental risk or harm. Yet these contentious issues, 
long plaguing earth system governance, become vastly more complicated in the 
context of ex-ante, rather than ex-post governance, given uncertain and unknowable 
(future) risk and associated uncertain distributions of risk and harm.

The concept of anticipatory governance has rapidly acquired increased saliency in 
recent decades, with diverse social and interdisciplinary scientific communities 
addressing it. These include scholars of responsible research and innovation (stilGoe 
et al., 2013; maCnaGhten et al., 2014) science studies and the sociology of science 
(BorUP et al., 2006; jansen and GUPta, 2009; jasanoFF, 2015), sociology of the future 
(selin, 2008, 2014), risk governance (GUPta, 2011), anticipatory technology assessment 
(FUerth and FaBer, 2013), adaptive governance and resilience (qUay, 2010; Boyd et 
al., 2015) and anticipation as a field in its own right (Poli, 2010). Yet the notion is 
understood and deployed within these communities in very different ways, with 
diverse normative starting points and research agendas (vervoort and GUPta, 2018). 
Similarly, elements such as forecasting, scenario-building, long-term strategizing, 
real-time technology assessment, information disclosure and citizen deliberation, are 
assumed to be important to anticipatory governance processes and institutional 
arrangements, yet how these function in contested geopolitical contexts of uneven 
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earth system transformations remains under-analysed. And an increasingly important 
site of anticipation are the burgeoning integrated assessments and modelling exercises 
that underpin future visions, whether of diverse climate trajectories, biodiversity 
futures or other processes and dynamics of large-scale environmental change  
(e.g. BeCk and krUeGer, 2016). Critical social science perspectives on such diverse 
processes of anticipation are urgently needed.

Perspectives on anticipation and anticipatory governance vary in their conceptions of 
the future, including the extent to which the future is knowable (cf. edWards and 
BUlkeley, 2017) and subject to steering. As Jasanoff suggests, it is important to 
consider the political implications in the present of “fabrications of the future” 
(2015:337). For some, anticipatory governance is less about guessing the future and more 
about developing “a broad-based capacity extended through society that can act on a 
variety of inputs to manage emerging knowledge-based technologies while such 
management is still possible” (GUston, 2014:219). For Guston, anticipatory governance 
is about capacities rather than knowing or predicting futures, with anticipation seen as 
“practicing, rehearsing, or exercising a capacity … [rather than] divining a future” 
(GUston 2014:226).

Anticipation processes thus increasingly entail imagining and ‘pre-experiencing’ 
pluralistic, challenging futures, in order to question limiting assumptions about what 
futures may be possible, and experiment with strategies aimed at transformational 
change (vervoort et al., 2015). Key tools here include foresight and scenario-
building exercises, which are now proliferating in sustainability-related research and 
planning contexts (Wilkinson et al., 2011; vervoort et al., 2014a; see also Section 
5.2 of this Science and Implementation Plan, on methods and methodologies). There 
has nonetheless been very little critical social science scrutiny of the multiple global, 
regional and national anticipation processes (centred around foresight, modelling and 
scenario building) now underway. There is thus an urgent need for meta-analyses of 
anticipation processes, including through a critical governance lens, by asking 
first-order questions of who governs, for whom and why, and examining how the 
content of anticipation processes is created in ways that shape and limit what futures 
can be imagined.

In particular, foresight initiatives function as sites of politics and governance, wherein 
potentially contested, alternative versions of environmental futures are imagined, 
negotiated, used and/or ignored (including the values that these futures embody). In 
the face of climate change and global pressures on the environment in the 
Anthropocene, governments and other actors are increasingly looking to foresight to 
help imagine, anticipate and experiment with potential futures (vervoort et al., 
2014B). Global foresight efforts developed by relatively small groups of experts, such as 
those led by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change community, often 
function as a global reference context for regional and national foresight efforts 
(Palazzo et al., 2016).
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However, there are important disconnects between, on the one hand, foresight 
research that is rooted mainly in environmental sciences, macroeconomics and 
business planning, and, on the other hand, research on climate policy and governance, 
rooted in the interpretive social sciences. There is a) a lack of understanding of 
foresight as a political intervention and hence the need to govern foresight processes 
and b) a lack of understanding of whether and to what extent foresight is integrated 
with earth system governance and policy processes. It is also important to take into 
account that foresight initiatives led by civil society or private sector actors may have 
very different characteristics to government-led initiatives in terms of how processes 
are organized and in terms of who is empowered to deliver on the process. The levels 
of governance at which foresight is aimed are also significant (zUrek and henriChs, 
2007).

4.4.3 Imagination
To support the goal of anticipating and effectively preparing communities for the 
transformative social and ecological shifts that are already under way, and to move 
beyond the status quo, it is becoming clear that creative and therefore imaginative 
approaches to governance are required. Imagination is a particularly important 
ingredient of governance that addresses ‘wicked problems’, i.e. those challenges that 
appear to have no easy or ‘right’ solution, that seem to defy our attempts to define 
them, and that do not appear to be solvable using traditional modes of decision-
making (rittel and WeBBer, 1973). Imagination allows a transcending of such 
assumptions and long-established myths about problem-solving, including the 
assumption that wicked problems remain unsolved due to complexity, rather than 
because of the habitual, unimaginative or politically prescient filtering out of simple 
but unconventional solutions.

The challenges brought on by the scale of human impact on the planet, as captured by 
the concept of the Anthropocene, and the urgency of staying within planetary 
boundaries (steFFen et al., 2011), speak even more strongly in favour of radically new 
modes of governance that break conventional boundaries. However, social imaginaries, 
as the creative and symbolic dimensions of social worlds that frame imaginations 
(thomPson, 1984), play an important role in directing and limiting what new 
approaches to governance can be considered. Existing (and hegemonic) social 
imaginaries contribute, for example, to failures to imagine approaches to governance 
that are fit to deal with unprecedented challenges, or to maintaining institutionalized 
inequity and exclusion. While decision makers have long been tasked with producing 
effective strategies that address issues pertaining to the public good, it has been argued 
that “patterns of thought of a previous era can create serious problems for the next” 
(BroWn et al., 2010). The news and social media profoundly influence our collective 
imagination, including what is possible, what is desirable and what is necessary. The 
media captures a subset of our modern social imaginaries, the stories we tell about new 
ways of living, the sources of social malaise, and the new practices that might emerge 
to solve our problems (while possibly creating new ones; taylor, 2002). The 
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entanglement of scientific claims in the media with ideological standpoints creates 
challenges for informed public conversations about issues like climate change, but also 
offers opportunities for a more engaged (and engaging) discourse (Carvalho, 2007, 
2010).

Without mechanisms for cultivating, governing and responding to imagination, 
anticipatory governance risks remaining hobbled by potentially out-dated modes of 
thinking and insufficient regard either for the complexities of wicked problems or the 
simplicity of non-considered solutions.

Governance that explicitly recognizes the need for imagination may thus have certain 
characteristics, yet this is clearly challenging on multiple levels. These characteristics 
include, among others, being reflexive about the constructed nature of existing social 
imaginaries and their limits, to recognize how these limits can be overcome; being 
inherently participatory, recognizing that different types and forms of knowledge 
enrich decision-making on complex issues; being iterative and flexible, i.e. allowing for 
social learning, changing course in the event of new information; and being systems-
oriented, i.e. seeking connections between environmental and social issues, 
considering ripple effects, unintended consequences and emergent properties. The 
governance challenge is to direct this imagination towards collective aims, asking 
critical questions about who suffers and benefits from decisions over time.

Governing by imagination can be supported by emerging tools and methodologies that 
offer unique opportunities for the co-production of knowledge, thereby weaving 
together complex and interwoven issues that offer potential for both synergies and 
trade-offs. Diverse experiences are emerging that demonstrate the value of artistic 
approaches that allow for collective and cultural experimentation with new ideas 
(GaBrys and yUsoFF, 2012), the use of memes, narratives and storytelling to anchor 
logic in cultural rationality (sPoel et al., 2008; dahlstrom, 2014; riedy et al., 2018), 
and the power of visualizations, games and other media as ways to explore and convey 
complexity (mayer, 2009; shaW et al., 2009; FenneWald and kievit-kylar, 2013). 
While abundant case studies exist that delve into the promises and pitfalls of these new 
tools, earth system governance research may benefit from more coherent, theoretically 
grounded and comparative work that captures important emerging trends and lessons 
(vervoort and manGnUs, 2018).

4.4.4 Interplay between Anticipation and Imagination
The twin imperatives of anticipation and imagination are linked, insofar as anticipating 
uncertain futures is fundamentally also an act of the imagination. As such, in bringing 
these notions together, the research agenda becomes one of exploring the historical 
antecedents and understandings of anticipation, anticipatory governance and 
imagination within the social science and global change research communities, in 
order to ascertain whether and how these notions are being deployed, and with what 
political implications or uptake in environmental governance. A combined research 
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focus on the roles of anticipation and imagination in processes of governance is 
underdeveloped, but urgently needed. Research focusing on anticipation alone risks 
overlooking how human imagination fundamentally frames what futures are 
considered, both in terms of adapting to future challenges and in terms of what futures 
are desired and how they may be achieved. Such imagined futures have fundamentally 
political origins as well as political consequences and should be researched as such.

Therefore, an integrated research agenda requires bringing critical and 
interdisciplinary social science perspectives to bear on processes of anticipation and 
imagination, the futures they generate, and the ways in which they are integrated into 
earth system governance processes. This includes assessing the current state of play 
with regard to institutional arrangements and normative presumptions relating to 
anticipation and imagination in diverse areas of sustainability governance, including 
climate change, biodiversity, fisheries and marine governance, and governance of novel 
technologies such as geoengineering, nanotechnology, synthetic biology and modern 
biotechnology. A key research gap is to analyse how processes of anticipation (i.e. 
planning and research processes aimed at exploring alternative futures) relating to 
environmental transformations are themselves being governed, i.e. who is steering 
them, to what end, and through what deliberative or representative processes.

Through executing elements of the above research agenda, the aim is to shed light on 
the theoretical and empirical utility of an analytical lens on anticipation and 
imagination within earth system governance and the role of these processes in 
addressing (and redressing) the transformative sustainability challenges of our times.

4.4.5 Linkages with Contextual Conditions
Table 5 opposite illustrates how the two key elements of the new Earth System 
Governance Research Framework (contextual conditions and research lenses) can 
come together to generate timely and pressing research questions.
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Anticipation and Imagination 

Contextual conditions

Transformation  Social imaginaries (generated via processes of anticipation and 
imagination) guide and limit what transformative futures may be 
imagined

  Processes that organize societal actors in new ways and give them 
tools to go beyond or reframe existing social imaginaries may 
contribute to the imagination of novel transformative futures

  Processes of anticipation play an important role in framing the need 
for transformative change, and its direction. In turn, the imperative 
towards transformation might shape the politics of anticipation and 
imagination, including who has a say in imagining radically new and 
diverse futures

Inequality  Anticipatory capacities and their effects on governance processes 
help determine which societal actors are equipped to anticipate and 
therefore adapt to environmental impacts

  The social imaginaries that frame what futures may be imagined and 
who is considered important have impacts on how environmental 
risks are distributed. These inequalities in anticipatory capacities and 
who falls within scopes of concern exist across all scales

  Taking inequality seriously as a contextual condition of earth system 
governance research forces a consideration of who has access to, and 
who shapes and is empowered by processes of anticipation and 
imagination

Anthropocene  Capacities for anticipation and imagination determine what future 
challenges come to be associated with the Anthropocene, especially 
the ‘mature Anthropocene’ of future decades

  Equally, the Anthropocene as a contextual condition shapes the 
possibilities and demands for anticipation and imagination

Diversity  When diverse realities, world views and knowledge systems are taken 
into account in anticipating and imagining futures, these futures 
become more diverse, with the possibility that previously 
unconsidered risks may be taken into account, and creative, 
legitimate solutions identified

  From the perspective of legitimacy, processes of anticipation and 
imagination that are inclusive of diverse actors and their perspectives 
are more likely to take their concerns and needs into account. This 
holds especially for groups that are most vulnerable to environmental 
risks but least powerful to affect their impacts or responses to them

  From an instrumental point of view, the inclusion of more diverse 
actors and their perspectives entails that those who have the most 
power to take action in the face of future environmental risks are 
part of efforts to explore the future 

Table 5 
The ESG Research Framework: interplay between  

research lenses and contextual conditions – Anticipation and Imagination
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4.4.6 Research Questions
Key questions for future research on anticipation and imagination in earth system 
governance include:

•  How are proliferating foresight and scenario-building processes shaping and 
furthering anticipatory governance for sustainability?

•  To what extent are ongoing processes of anticipation legitimate and inclusive? How 
can processes of anticipation be governed, and how does anticipation itself generate 
governing effects?

•  How do processes and mechanisms of anticipation and imagination interact with 
each other in shaping efforts to steer societies towards more sustainable futures?

•  What institutions and practices underpinning processes of anticipation and 
imagination in earth system governance are most effective in generating desired 
sustainability outcomes?

•  What are the geopolitical implications of imagining and seeking to govern largely 
unknowable futures through diverse processes and practices of anticipatory 
governance?

 

4.5 Adaptiveness and Reflexivity

4.5.1 Introduction
This research lens focuses on understanding how societies can navigate change 
towards global sustainability. Adaptiveness is “an umbrella term for a set of related 
concepts – vulnerability, resilience, adaptation, robustness, adaptive capacity, social 
learning and so on – to describe changes made by social groups in response to, or in 
anticipation of, challenges created through environmental change” (Biermann et al., 
2009a:45). This point of departure was established under the previous Earth System 
Governance Science and Implementation Plan and remains relevant moving forward 
but is now expanded to also give equal attention to the notion of reflexivity. In the 
context of earth system governance, reflexivity refers to the ability of actors and 
institutions to critically reflect on their own performance (especially their 
environmental impacts), and to reshape their goals, practices and values accordingly in 
order to wisely navigate complex, contested and changing human-environmental 
systems (voss and kemP, 2006; dryzek, 2016). While these two concepts overlap, 
adaptiveness emphasizes responses to changing social and ecological conditions (which 
may be coordinated, self-organized or emergent), while reflexivity emphasizes the 
centrality of critical scrutiny of prevailing values and practices in governing processes 
of change. This distinction is also helpful in light of increasing interest among both 
academics and policymakers in solutions-oriented activities in earth system 
governance, for example, as part of efforts to bring about transformations to 
sustainability. Furthermore, in a world of multiple unfolding changes and shifting 
boundary conditions, adaptiveness is recast in fundamental new ways.
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The need for earth system governance research to study adaptiveness and reflexivity is 
tremendous: living in the Anthropocene destabilizes fundamental environmental 
boundary conditions upon which human societies depend, in ways that make 
unprecedented demands on global governance systems. Coping with unfolding 
climatic changes (iPCC, 2014), biodiversity loss (seCretariat oF the CBd, 2014), global 
urbanization (Un-haBitat, 2016), infrastructure change (nCe, 2016), rapid 
technological change and instabilities in global economic and political systems (Galaz, 
2014; Galaz et al., 2014) is only possible if human societies are able to both adapt and 
act reflexively at all scales from local to global. The observation that “most governance 
systems are largely unprepared for the expected magnitude and diversity of increased 
environmental challenges” (Biermann et al., 2009a:46) remains as true today as a 
decade ago, if not more acutely so.

4.5.2 Adaptiveness
Under the previous Science and Implementation Plan, adaptiveness was broadly 
construed to include both the “governance of adaptation to social-ecological change as 
well as the processes of change and adaptation within governance systems” (Biermann 
et al., 2009a:45). Adaptiveness (particularly adaptive governance) has been extensively 
studied since then, and continues to be at the forefront of environmental governance 
theory and practice (e.g. ConWay et al., 2014). Adaptiveness has been studied from 
multiple angles, including collaborative governance (emerson and Gerlak, 2014), 
learning (Gerlak et al., 2017; Pahl-Wostl, 2009), complexity (Booher and innes, 
2010) and agency (hUitema and meijerink, 2009, 2010). Adaptiveness has become 
particularly important in the context of climate change, which has served as the arena 
for much conceptual development over the last decade. This includes a focus on: 
climate adaptation governance (BaUer and steUrer, 2014; hUitema et al., 2016; 
jordan et al., 2010; massey et al., 2014; massey and hUitema, 2016), policy 
integration (BiesBroek et al., 2014, 2015; dUPUis and BiesBroek, 2013) and 
mainstreaming adaptiveness into existing activities within and beyond the state 
(dovers, 2009; UittenBroek, 2016). Maladaptation remains an important but 
under-explored topic, regarding the opening up and closing down of future 
opportunity space across diverse societies (Barnett and o’neill, 2010). Cities have 
become a prominent empirical domain for studying adaptiveness, stimulated by 
foundational work on urban systems (Bai et al., 2016a; Bai, roBerts and Chen 2010; 
BUlkeley and Betsill, 2013, 2005; BUlkeley and Castán Broto, 2013) and policy 
advocacy on the importance of adaptation in cities (World Bank, 2011, 2010). 
Recently, climate change adaptation research has taken a transnational turn 
(Biermann and Boas, 2010; BUlkeley et al., 2014a; dzeBo and striPPle, 2015; hall 
and Persson, 2017) in the shadow of intensifying climate policy debates about the role 
of adaptation within global agreements on climate change.

The politics of adaptiveness was identified as a key topic in the previous Science and 
Implementation Plan, and this remains a central research topic looking ahead over the 
next decade. Questions about winners and losers (e.g. involving distributions of 
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resources, risks and power), processes by which decisions are made and with what 
consequences, the role of power relations, and who decides – remain central in 
analysing adaptiveness and adaptive governance arrangements. These questions have 
received greater attention in recent years (eriksen, niGhtinGale and eakin, 2015; 
javeline, 2014; sovaCool, linnér and Goodsite, 2015). Yet on the whole, they 
remain vastly under-studied and must be a key priority in earth system governance 
research over the next decade, especially as the intensity of debates around climate 
change adaptation grow with more frequent climate impacts manifesting over time.

Social justice has also become a prominent theme in adaptiveness literature (adGer, 
BUtler and Walker-sPrinGett 2017; adGer et al., 2012; BUlkeley, edWards and 
FUller, 2014B, 2013; klinsky et al., 2017; Paavola and adGer, 2006; sChlosBerG, 
Collins and niemeyer, 2017). Concerns about injustice and political 
disempowerment in the face of adaptation imperatives have seeded influential 
arguments about the need to pivot from adaptiveness (as responding to the impacts of 
climate change on various vulnerable groups) to transformation (of structural 
conditions that create vulnerability in the first place; moser and ekstrom, 2010; 
o’Brien, 2012; Park et al., 2012; PellinG, 2011). A particular challenge for earth 
system governance research over the next decade will be to understand the politics of 
anticipatory adaptive action in all spheres, in climate change and beyond. For example, 
how to navigate the complex politics of adapting to climate and earth system changes 
in ways that pay attention to both effectiveness and social justice, particularly in 
contexts of failing global governance systems and weak political responses to growing 
problems.

Other enduring topics that will continue to be vibrant areas of study are interactions 
between adaptiveness and agency, learning and architectures of polycentricity. Agency 
has been shown to be central in processes of adaptiveness and anticipatory action in 
many domains of environmental governance (BiGGs, Westley and CarPenter, 2010; 
hUitema and meijerink, 2009; Westley et al., 2011, 2013), yet also lack of agency is a 
key challenge, such as within agencies of the state where agents navigate demands both 
for and against adaptiveness (WyBorn and dovers, 2014). Understanding diverse 
forms of agency and their effects is vital in understanding the role of agency in 
adaptiveness and anticipatory action (BeUnen, Patterson and van assChe, 2017; 
BeUnen and Patterson, 2016). Learning is typically seen as central to adaptiveness. 
Researchers examine the contexts, structures and tools that foster learning (Crona 
and Parker, 2012; raymond and Cleary, 2013; sieBenhüner, 2008) and its 
contribution to improving environmental governance (heikkila and Gerlak, 2013). 
Understanding the role of individuals versus organizations in learning processes and 
across diverse scales in governance (rodela, 2011; vinke-de krUijF and Pahl-Wostl, 
2016), as well as the design of learning strategies to promote more effective governance 
(neWiG et al., 2016), are also promising paths of research. Polycentricity is becoming a 
prominent topic in recent years (aliGiCa, 2014; dorsCh and FlaChsland, 2017; 
morrison, 2017; ostrom, 2010B), particularly concerning adaptiveness in a complex 
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and changing world. Polycentric systems are hypothesized to confer adaptiveness (and 
perhaps enable anticipatory action) through possessing multiple semi-autonomous 
centres of decision-making that allow action to be taken in timely and innovative ways. 
However, there is debate about the descriptive versus analytical potential of the 
concept of polycentricity, and empirical work to test hypotheses about polycentricity is 
sorely needed. Together these three topics (agency, learning, polycentricity) are 
increasingly viewed as complementary in the study of adaptiveness and anticipatory 
action. They also underpin extensive recent work on innovation in climate governance 
(jordan and hUitema, 2014a, 2014B, 2014C; jordan et al., 2015), and ongoing work 
on reflexive governance (dryzek, 2016; voss, BaUkneCht and kemP, 2006; voss and 
Bornemann, 2011).

4.5.3 Reflexivity
Concerns about the limits of adaptation have prompted interest among researchers not 
only in the potential for transformative governance but also in new forms of reflexive 
governance (PiCkerinG, 2018). Dryzek (2016:942) argues for ecological reflexivity as a 
critical competence for reshaping institutions in the Anthropocene, where “reflexivity 
entails a capacity to be something different rather than just do something different, 
which distinguishes it from adaptive management and governance”. Dryzek’s recasting 
of reflexivity in ecological terms marks a new turn in several decades of research on 
reflexive governance. Earlier interest in reflexivity is often traced back to sociologists 
such as Giddens (1990) and Beck (1992), who invoked the term to help understand the 
implications of modernity. Scholars frequently distinguish between ‘first-order’ 
reflexivity (whereby institutions generate effects that feed back on themselves) and 
‘second-order’ reflexivity (whereby institutions build a capacity to critically scrutinize 
their own practices; voss and kemP, 2006:6-7). For Dryzek, this kind of second-order 
reflexivity needs to take on a distinctively ecological character. Ecological reflexivity 
involves “listening more effectively to an active Earth system, capacity to reconsider 
core values such as justice in this light, and ability to seek, receive and respond to early 
warnings about potential ecological state shifts” (dryzek, 2016:953).

Scholars have applied ideas of reflexive governance to a range of aspects of earth 
system governance, including reflexive governance of sustainable development (voss, 
BaUkneCht and kemP, 2006), energy transitions (hendriks and Grin, 2007), global 
environmental governance (ChristoFF and eCkersley, 2013; dryzek and PiCkerinG, 
2017) and global climate governance (stevenson, 2016). Most of these studies find that 
signs of reflexivity in existing institutions are at best limited and yield varying findings 
on whether reflexivity can be cultivated from within existing institutions, or whether 
reflexive change requires some kind of external catalyst (such as ecological or 
economic crisis, or the emergence of new social movements). Key research challenges 
include developing more robust empirical measures of reflexivity (a task that has 
advanced considerably further in the field of adaptive governance), understanding why 
some institutions are more reflexive than others, and identifying strategies for 
enhancing reflexivity. Possible strategies include opening up formal and informal 
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spaces for knowledge creation, learning, experimentation and debate (dryzek and 
PiCkerinG, 2017), or countering forces that seek to suppress reflexivity (e.g. actors who 
spread misinformation about environmental risks or threaten litigation against social 
movements that challenge the status quo; mCCriGht and dUnlaP, 2010).

4.5.4 Interplay between Adaptiveness and Reflexivity
The preceding sections have discussed the notions of adaptiveness and reflexivity and 
some areas where they intersect, while illustrating their value as distinct concepts. 
Crucially, processes of reflexive scrutiny could create momentum for adaptive change. 
At the same time, some kinds of adaptive change could occur in non-reflexive ways, as 
where societies mount rapid responses to ecological disasters in timeframes that do 
not allow for extended processes of reflection. In addition, reflexive rethinking may 
result in the judgment that merely adapting existing systems will not suffice, instead, 
more thoroughgoing transformation may be necessary.

Drawing on these observations, three topics at the nexus of adaptiveness and reflexivity 
stand out as major new directions for earth system governance researchers over the 
next decade. These include: navigating tensions between stability and flexibility; 
dealing with globally-networked risks; and reshaping governance systems in the 
Anthropocene. First, an enduring challenge in understanding adaptiveness and 
reflexivity in governance is to navigate tensions between stability and flexibility 
(Biermann, 2007:331). This is because while “flexibility is important for governance 
systems to deal with uncertain, unpredictable, and non-linear forms of social and 
environmental change … governance systems [also] require stability to ensure that new 
policies persist over sufficient timeframes to bring about desired effects, and to 
stabilise expectations and enhance coordination over time” (BeUnen, Patterson and 
van assChe, 2017). Stability can produce desirable effects (e.g. supporting legitimacy, 
fairness, democratic accountability, consistency in rule formation mechanisms), but 
also undesirable effects (e.g. lock-ins, democratic decay in changing circumstances); 
flexibility can produce desirable effects (e.g. allowing learning and innovation) but also 
undesirable effects (e.g. instability or superficiality in environmental policy and 
agreements; BeUnen, Patterson and van assChe, 2017). Yet this core dilemma, 
surprisingly, still has not been robustly theorized. Dryzek and Pickering (2017) argue 
that deliberation can help to manage (if not fully resolve) tensions between stability 
and flexibility as drivers of ecological reflexivity.

A second key issue at the intersection of adaptiveness and reflexivity is dealing with 
globally networked risks. A critical empirical insight in recent years concerns the 
interconnected nature (in often hidden ways) of a plethora of causal forces and risk 
transmission pathways affecting environmental governance. Scholars pay increasing 
attention to the key causal role of factors that may be spatially, institutionally or 
temporally distant from a specific environmental issue of concern. For example, global 
trade agreements, financial investment decisions and technological change are 
increasingly recognized as playing a potentially decisive role in earth system 
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governance (Galaz, 2014; Galaz et al., 2014; van asselt, 2014; yoUnG, 2008). These 
issues are beginning to be studied in specific environmental governance domains, such 
as water (de loë and Patterson, 2017) and biodiversity (sonter et al., 2014). 
Physical sciences are also making new observations about global interconnections in 
earth system processes. For example, ‘teleconnections’ have been identified whereby 
land-use decisions made in one country can affect the hydrology of another country by 
causing disturbances in cross-continental atmospheric moisture flows (keys et al., 
2017; roCkström, 2014). These issues are broadly being framed as “globally networked 
risks” (Galaz et al., 2017), building on earlier work on cascading risks across scales 
(Galaz et al., 2011). Altogether, this topic profoundly challenges existing 
environmental governance systems at all scales. It calls for attention to adaptiveness 
and reflexivity for governance systems to be fit for purpose in the face of ever more 
intensive global interconnectivity, where key causes of problems may originate outside 
of a particular focal domain yet have ramifications that are impossible to ignore. How 
such interconnectivity can be dealt with in environmental governance is a major open 
question for the next phase of earth system governance research.

Lastly, an issue which has potential to fundamentally reshape earth system governance 
research over the next decade is the need to reshape governance systems at all scales 
within the Anthropocene. Boundary conditions upon which existing environmental 
governance systems were developed are changing in profound ways. This includes 
climatic changes, impacts of transgressions in planetary boundaries and multiple 
simultaneous socio-economic-political transformations unfolding globally (e.g. 
urbanization, infrastructure, digital, geopolitical). Altogether this deeply challenges 
existing global environmental governance systems, possibly rendering them obsolete 
and wholly unprepared for the new challenges arising. Thus, a key frontier topic for 
earth system governance researchers is the question of what exactly it means to adapt 
global environmental governance systems in the Anthropocene. This involves dealing 
with issues such as path dependency (Pierson, 2000, 2004), overcoming ‘carbon 
lock-in’ and other forms of unsustainable lock-in (seto et al., 2016; UnrUh and 
Carrillo-hermosilla, 2006), and understanding both gradual and abrupt 
institutional change (mahoney and thelen, 2010, 2015; streeCk and thelen, 2005). 
Dryzek (2016) highlights that reflexivity is crucially important for governing the 
Anthropocene because many of the institutions currently driving earth system risks 
evolved in the preceding epoch (the Holocene) in non-reflexive ways, in that they 
failed to recognize their ecological impacts.

4.5.5 Linkages with Contextual Conditions
Table 6 overleaf illustrates how the two key elements of the new Earth System 
Governance Research Framework (contextual conditions and research lenses) can 
come together to generate timely and pressing research questions.
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4.5.6 Research Questions
Key research questions for the adaptiveness and reflexivity research lens include:

•  How can adaptiveness and reflexivity in existing forms of earth system governance be 
assessed and compared, and why are some forms of earth system governance more 
adaptive or reflexive than others?

•  How do political, economic and social factors constrain or enable adaptiveness and 
reflexivity, including within transformations to sustainability?

•  What kinds of governance attributes (e.g. polycentricity or centralization, flexibility 
or stability) are best suited to cultivating adaptiveness and reflexivity, and how can 
potential tensions between these attributes be managed?

•  How can adaptiveness and reflexivity enable environmental governance systems to 
deal with globally networked risks and the challenges posed by the Anthropocene?

•  Why, how and under which conditions do adaptiveness and reflexivity successfully 
occur, and what are the implications for improving performance in this area more 
generally?

Adaptiveness and Reflexivity 

Contextual conditions

Transformations   Adaptiveness centres on responding to changes in the context of 
earth system governance including (unintentional) transformations 
that challenge governance systems

  Reflexivity embraces the potential need for transformation in 
response to critical scrutiny of prevailing practices and values

Inequality   Inequalities of resources and power may limit adaptiveness and 
reflexivity within marginalized communities and across societies 
more broadly

Anthropocene   Adaptiveness and reflexivity are critical in the Anthropocene 
because they centre on the challenge of how societies reshape earth 
system governance under shifting boundary conditions

Diversity   Adaptiveness and reflexivity rely on and are shaped by varied forms 
of diversity (e.g. in ideas, knowledge, capabilities, roles)

  While diversity could facilitate broad-based and sustained 
adaptation, it may also make adaptation more difficult because of the 
need for complex participatory processes

Table 6 
The ESG Research Framework: interplay between  

research lenses and contextual conditions – Adaptiveness and Reflexivity
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Earth system governance researchers live and work in different contexts and come 
from different disciplinary backgrounds. This Science and Implementation Plan 
acknowledges diverse knowledge systems and practices and encourages dialogue 
among disciplines, sciences and other ways of knowing that often are not recognized as 
valid knowledge. This section explores the ways that different ontological and 
epistemological approaches affect the pursuit of knowledge about earth system 
governance, and the implications for researchers. Moreover, it brings a range of 
examples of methods that earth system governance researchers have been using over 
the years. The list is by no means exhaustive but a way to illustrate methodological 
pluralism in earth system governance.1

5.1 Ontology and Epistemology – Different Ways  
of Knowing

Methodological innovation is only one part of the challenge (and is addressed in the 
next section) of emerging earth system governance research. Other parts include 
ontological innovation and epistemological innovation. Ontology deals with questions 
concerning what constitutes reality and how we can understand existence. 
Epistemology deals with questions concerning what constitutes valid or relevant 
knowledge and how we obtain it.

In the social sciences, there are two broad dominant ontological and epistemological 
traditions or ideologies: positivism/empiricism/representationalism and 
constructivism/relativism/interpretivism (BerGer and lUCkmann, 1967; Carson et 
al., 2001; Crotty, 1998; mannheim, 1936; radnitzky and Bartley, 1987). Positivist 
ontology holds that the world is external, and that there is a single objective reality 
regardless of one’s perspective or belief. In other words, it is assumed there is a truth 
beyond our senses that can be observed (truth as an attribute of existence). For 
positivists, the physical world, including society, operates according to absolute laws. 
Within the positivist paradigm, these laws can be captured by finding regularities or 
patterns in empirical evidence. Constructivist ontology, in contrast, holds that the 
world and reality are socially constructed. Thus, beliefs, perspectives, cultural 
backgrounds, and so on, influence what people consider to be truth and what not. For 
constructivists, there is no absolute truth but only an experienced or interpreted truth 
(truth as an attribute of discourse). Constructivists avoid looking for general laws in 
society, and the world more broadly, and argue that the experiences of events and other 

1 It is beyond the scope of this Science and Implementation Plan to present an extensive overview of debates in and on 
ontology and epistemology. There are many more traditions, ideologies and applications – including combinations – 
than we can cover here. Good introductions and overviews are provided by Berto and Plebani (2015) and Audi (2011). 
Related, there are many more research methods applied in the earth system governance community than we can cover 
here. By no means do we wish to imply that the methods discussed here are of more value to earth system governance 
scholarship than methods we do not cover.
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empirical observations need to be understood in terms of people’s subjective meaning 
and social constructions before we can look for causal relationships.

Of course, these are simplified caricatures of the two dominant traditions or ideologies. 
Yet, in considering them as two ends of a spectrum, it is easier to understand 
ontological and epistemological innovations that have emerged (Carson et al., 2001; 
losConz, 2017). For example, positivism is often critiqued for being too rigid for 
studies that involve social agents and social events, where contested values are 
inevitably present – a critique voiced in many studies by earth system governance 
scholars. While positivists may be able to find absolute laws in certain parts of the 
physical world, it is humans’ capacity to learn and adapt that may put limits to their 
abstraction of absolute and unchanging law-like patterns in the social world. In 
addition, it is thinkable that our (social) world is not causally connected in the sense 
that positivists argue, and that only regular temporal successions are observed within 
the human time span of observation, but that are misinterpreted as absolute laws 
(radnitzky and Bartley, 1987). Constructivism, on its terms, is often critiqued for 
reducing reality too much to experiences and interpretation. It may give too much 
power to agency, and too little to structure (or architecture) in how societies operate 
and evolve (arCher, 2003). For earth system governance scholars, the influence and 
limitations of existing institutions and the earth system, for example, may be relevant 
factors to acknowledge and include in their work.

It is out of these critiques that innovative traditions and ideologies have emerged. 
While it is beyond the scope of this Science and Implementation Plan to present a 
broad overview, two traditions are worth mentioning: critical realism and evolutionary 
epistemology. Critical realism recognizes there may exist an objective reality regardless 
of one’s perspective or belief, but it acknowledges that people’s knowledge of that 
reality is subject to their subjective meaning and social constructions (Bhaskar, 1978; 
danermark, 2002). This is not a mere mixing of positivism and constructivism, but a 
fully different point of departure with implications for research. For critical realists, the 
aim is not to find general laws (as per positivism) or interpret experiences of events 
and other empirical observations considering social constructions as experienced by 
an individual or group of individuals (as per constructivism), but to study and seek to 
understand generative causal mechanisms that produce events, processes and 
phenomena (Bhaskar, 1978; danermark, 2002). Such research may then result in 
analytical or moderatum generalization, which does not attempt to “produce sweeping 
sociological statements that hold good over long periods of time, or across ranges of 
cultures” but provide bounded “claims to basic patterns, or tendencies, so that other 
studies are likely to find something similar but not identical” (Payne and Williams, 
2005:297, 306).

Evolutionary epistemology rejects the notion of a ‘final knowledge’ or absolute truth 
and of a full social determination of knowledge. In addition, evolutionary epistemology 
does not a priori consider scientific knowledge superior to other forms of knowledge, 
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including folk beliefs and indigenous interpretations of the world (PoPPer, 2002; 
radnitzky and Bartley, 1987). Again, this is not a mere mixing of positivism and 
constructivism. Evolutionary epistemology emphasizes the importance of natural 
selection in knowledge creation, validation and replication. On the one hand, it is 
aware of the impact of our biological, social and technological evolution on how we 
make sense of and what we consider to be reality. On the other, it acknowledges that 
scientific (and other) theories have evolved in a process of trial and error and selection. 
That is, the theory that is the ‘fittest’ will survive those that are less fit – sometimes, 
even if the surviving one is the less valid one. Scholars may pursue finding the ‘fittest’ 
theories through processes of falsification (PoPPer, 2002), but at the same time societal 
processes may affect the survival of some theories at the expense of others (radnitzky 
and Bartley, 1987), for instance inequalities and power unbalance. The development 
of and resistance to theories of anthropogenic climate change are an illustrative and 
well-known example to earth system governance scholars (hoFFman, 2015).

In sum, there is a diversity of ways to know and represent the world. The ways in which 
we know and represent the world are inseparable from the ways in which we choose to 
live in it (jasanoFF, 2004). This Science and Implementation Plan does not force a 
specific knowledge-production practice on earth system governance research and 
scholars, nor does it consider some ontological and epistemological traditions or 
ideologies as worthier than others. It stresses that the earth system governance 
community’s different geographical, academic and disciplinary backgrounds result in 
different knowledge-production practices. It therefore challenges scholars in this 
community to reflect on the traditions and ideologies they follow, and those of others. 
Such reflection may help to avoid natural and social determinism, and allows for 
understanding reality as a pluriverse or multiple realms (esCoBar, 2016; jasanoFF, 
2004). Plural understandings of empirical reality help advance the field of earth system 
governance as a whole, and advances may be made specifically where and when 
different research traditions, ontologies and epistemologies come together.

5.2 Methodology and Methods of Analysis

Questions about how to know logically bring us to another essential part of enquiry: 
methodology and methods. While these terms are often used interchangeably, they 
mean essentially different things. In what follows, this Science and Implementation 
Plan offers some examples of how different methods might be used in the study of 
earth system governance. By no means are these methods prescriptive and indicative of 
what method should be used for addressing the analytical problems and research 
questions introduced in the earlier sections. They are meant to be illustrative of the 
variety of methods scholars have access to. We do encourage, however, that scholars 
make informed choices about the methods they choose as part of a methodology they 
see fitting within their own ontology and epistemology to address analytical problems 
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and research questions, and to share and elaborate on this rationale as part of their 
reporting and publication of results.

Methodology can best be understood as the underlying logic of doing research, while 
methods are the tools and instruments of research (Castles, 2012; Goertz and 
mahoney, 2012). Phrased differently, methodology justifies the use of specific methods 
and by making clear the methodology underlying a research project one gives insight 
with “the rationale and the philosophical assumptions that underlie any natural, social 
or human science study, whether articulated or not” (mCGreGor and mUrnane, 
2010:220). Methodology helps to “turn a research problem into a workable design” and 
challenges researchers to think of “the basic choices to be made about methods” 
(della Porta and keatinG, 2008:1). Being clear about one’s methodology reveals the 
strengths and limitations of one’s research project and the knowledge created. It also 
allows the recipient of that knowledge to judge its validity within their understanding 
of the world. Seen in this light, providing clarity about the methodology underlying a 
research project and the knowledge that has resulted from it empowers both the 
knowledge creator as well as knowledge recipients (mCCarthy, 1996).

There are a wide range of methodologies that underlie earth system governance 
research. It is beyond the scope of this Science and Implementation Plan to discuss 
these at great length. Consequently, there are a variety of research methods being used 
by earth system governance scholars. Much of their work is grounded in social science 
methods such as quantitative analysis, qualitative case studies, ethnographic 
approaches, grounded theory and action research (for introductions, see among 
others: della Porta and keatinG, 2008; GerrinG, 2001; Goertz and mahoney, 2012; 
kinG, keohane and verBa, 1994; moses and knUtsen, 2012). That is not to say these 
are the only or the best methods for earth system governance research. Much is to be 
expected from methodologies and methods that move away from a Eurocentric or 
Western understanding of knowledge creation (smith, 2012) as well as mixed method 
and experimental research methodologies that bridge tools of knowledge creation and 
push the boundaries of existing ones (BerG-sChlosser, 2012; mason, 2006; marsh 
and stoker, 2010; tashakkori and teddlie, 2003). It seems crucial to further explore 
the analytical value of these methodologies and methods and to integrate them into a 
larger research programme on earth system governance. Challenges raised in the 
original Science and Implementation Plan remain. There remains a need for better data 
collection and improved operational measures of key variables across research on 
earth system governance. The study of earth system governance would also still benefit 
from “improved tools for analyzing complex causalities, capturing the dynamics of 
complex systems, and accounting for thresholds and abrupt change” (Biermann et al., 
2009a:77). This Science and Implementation Plan acknowledges different 
epistemological and methodological approaches to knowledge creation. Consequently, 
a diversity of research methods can and have been used. Below, we provide a few 
examples. The main challenge is to find new methods or to combine a set of methods 
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that can be used in inter- or transdisciplinarity research. This challenge will be 
explored in the next subsection.

5.2.1 Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
QCA was introduced by the social scientist Charles Ragin as a middle path between 
quantitative and qualitative social research (Goertz and mahoney, 2012; raGin, 1987, 
2008; rihoUx and raGin, 2009; sChneider and WaGemann, 2012). QCA is a 
configurational comparative method grounded in set theory, a branch of mathematical 
logic that allows researchers to study in detail how causal conditions contribute to an 
outcome. Since the mid-1990s it has rapidly developed into an accepted research 
method for the type of studies carried out by scholars in the earth system governance 
community (e.g. van der heijden, 2017). What makes QCA of interest is that it helps 
to gain a better understanding of equifinality and conjunctural causation in small- to 
medium-sized sets of cases (5-50). For example, when studying how various European 
Union member states seek to achieve carbon emission reduction targets QCA may 
help to uncover the multiple pathways (‘equifinality’) that lead to successful outcomes 
and those that lead to less successful ones. QCA further helps to uncover what 
conditions (‘explanatory variables’) are necessary and/or sufficient in these pathways, 
and how these conditions combine (‘conjunctural causation’) in affecting the outcome.

5.2.2. Forecasting and Scenarios
As this Science and Implementation Plan articulates, governing complex, emergent 
and rapidly evolving issues at the interface of human and natural systems requires 
anticipation, imagination (see Section 3.4 of this report), and powerful tools for 
exploring an uncertain future (Bizikova et al., 2011). Traditionally, an emphasis was 
placed on calculating the most probable futures in an effort to reduce the uncertainty 
faced by decision makers in both private and public realms. Increasingly, however, it 
has been argued that the future presents multiple forms of radical (and irreducible) 
uncertainty: both through the unpredictability of socio-political systems and human 
behaviour, and the unknowability of the priorities of future humans (preventing us 
from even being able to confidently express the criteria for success against which 
futures will be judged; CF. edWards and BUlkeley, 2017, CitinG oels, 2013 and 
Wynne, 1992). Experiments, however, have been highlighted as spaces within which 
futures can be imagined, but also enacted in practice and contested (edWards and 
BUlkeley, 2017). Imagining the future may take the form of scenario-based tools, such 
as games, visualizations, stories and artistic representations that offer a coherent 
narrative about which futures are desirable and feasible (cf. roBinson et al., 2011; 
sChroth et al., 2014). Ultimately, telling stories about the future requires us to draw 
upon diverse sources of data, inter- and transdisciplinary approaches that weave these 
data together, and to pay attention to both expert and experiential ways of knowing.

5.2.3 Statistical Techniques/Regression Analysis
There is a large amount of data available in earth system governance. Scholars, 
governments and/or international organizations collect, produce and provide data for 
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a large number of entities such as states, firms or individuals. Additionally, surveys or 
coding of documents may lead to datasets with many observations. Statistical analysis 
helps us to analyse this data and understand patterns and relationships across a large 
number of observations. Regression analysis seeks to identify causal relationships 
between variables. While the exact modelling technique depends on the data structure 
at hand, the objective of regression analysis, in general, is to examine whether and how 
strongly a certain condition on average affects a specific outcome when other 
conditions are held constant. We can thus, for example, examine whether countries 
that are more vulnerable to climate change (condition) also receive more financial 
support for adaptation projects (outcome), even when we take into account that such 
support may also depend on other conditions such as the size of the country (see 
Weiler, klöCk and dornan, 2018).

5.2.4. Social Network Analysis
Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a method that is used in many disciplines to 
investigate social structures and has become popular in the last two decades in the 
social sciences as well (BorGatti et al., 2009). SNA analyses social structures made of 
nodes that are tied to each other by one or more interdependencies. The nodes within 
a network can be individuals, organizations or institutions who are connected via 
repeated patterns of interactions (WiderBerG, 2016). SNA not only includes different 
kinds of interactions but also the strength of these relations, which allows the 
identification of central and/or marginal (clusters of ) nodes (reed et al., 2009). As 
such, it is focused on patterns of social relations and aims to identify structural 
properties of a network and their implications of social action (sCott, 2017). Since the 
1990s, SNA benefited first from advances in network visualization and later also from 
software that can be used to visualize networks (sCott, 2017). By combining network 
analysis with graph theory interconnections between social entities or actors and their 
social structure(s) can be visualized. Typically, SNA is a quantitative assessment of 
relations based on data gathered through interviews, observations and surveys. 
However, SNA can also be used in combination with case study and content analysis or 
ethnographic research.

5.2.5 Exponential Random Graph Models
Exponential random graph models (ERGMs) comprise a family of models for analysing 
social (and other) networks. They are thus related to Social Network Analysis (SNA), 
explained in more detail above. However, while SNA focuses on aspects of the 
structure and the strength of the relationships within the network, such as density or 
centrality (see e.g. Wassermann and FaUst, 1994), the aim of ERGMs “is to describe 
parsimoniously the local selection forces that shape the global structure of a network” 
(hUnter et al., 2008:2). In other words, ERGMs allow the researcher to hypothesize 
on the probability of tie formation between nodes given their attributes, and to test 
these hypotheses empirically. Thus, ERGMs are similar to regression analysis, with the 
social network serving as the dependent variable, and the nodal attributes serving as 
the independent or explanatory factors for tie formation. In earth system governance, 
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network structures form the basis for many data sources: countries cooperate and form 
ties to achieve their goals in the climate change negotiations, cities form collaborative 
networks to deal with the consequences of rising sea levels, climate aid donors and 
recipients form aid networks, etc. Regarding the last example, Klöck et al. (2018) find 
that climate aid donors coordinate their aid efforts, i.e. the likelihood of forming ties 
with additional recipient countries decreases for cases where more donors are already 
active. For another example, see Hollway and Koskinen (2016), who also use ERGM to 
show bilateral and multilateral clustering by states in global fisheries governance.

5.3 Disciplinary Depth, Interdisciplinarity  
and Transdisciplinarity

Earth system governance research builds on a combination of in-depth disciplinary 
research, interdisciplinary research that weaves together the social sciences with 
natural sciences and a growing transdisciplinary research effort in which broader 
society is engaged to address real-world problems. Interdisciplinary approaches 
integrate different disciplinary perspectives to better understand the nature of the 
challenges and the trade-offs in solutions (e.g. khaGram et al., 2010; holm et al., 
2013). Transdisciplinarity is a means to structure a research process that accounts for 
diverse perspectives on the problem and proposed solutions by tackling the relevance 
that these have – as an epistemic value – for the problem and context in question 
(jantsCh, 1972; ProClim, 1997; Pohl and hirsCh hadorn, 2007; adler et al., 2018). 
Both interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches emphasize the co-design of 
research agendas and processes for the co-production of knowledge (e.g. lanG et al., 
2012; maUser et al., 2013; Brandt et al., 2013; mattor et al., 2014). 
Transdisciplinary research fundamentally diverges from tradition disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary work from the earliest stages of the research process (such as when 
defining the problem to be studied) by seeking engagement with non-academic 
partners. The Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences (2017) reports a dramatic increase 
in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research in the past 15 years, which is a 
testament to the growing momentum behind these innovative and inclusive 
approaches.

In the previous Earth System Governance Science and Implementation Plan, 
interdisciplinarity was conceived of as a means to account for and consider human as 
well as ecological systems as part of the research or governance problem in question 
(Biermann et al., 2009a:82-85). Linking diverse disciplinary perspectives on a 
problem in an interdisciplinary manner was emphasized in the context of collaboration 
between social and natural sciences, providing examples for contexts or problem types, 
and proposed methodologies through which social and natural sciences could 
cooperate and work together. Such interdisciplinary collaborations were also described 
as a means to reassess claims of feasibility for solutions to problems. We further extend 
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this in the current plan by also noting the need for engagement with broader societal 
actors outside of academia who also hold key knowledge and perspectives on what is 
both feasible and desirable as solutions to societal problems. A recognition of these 
other ways of knowing and plural perspectives on problems and solutions place a 
specific demand and need for research approaches that structure and facilitate this 
transcendence beyond interdisciplinarity, i.e. towards transdisciplinarity as well.

There is a continued need for in-depth disciplinary research especially given the 
increasingly fragmented and polycentric architecture of earth system governance. The 
need for inclusive, democratic and just decision-making processes – based on 
well-founded (scientific and non-scientific) knowledge to create legitimate governance 
efforts that are accountable to current and future generations – requires in-depth 
disciplinary research from a range of social sciences, including political science, 
sociology, public administration and law. Other disciplines in the social sciences and 
humanities, including geography, economics, planning and history, can provide 
valuable analyses when considering how different governance challenges impact 
particular groups of people, institutions and societies, and how these challenges can be 
overcome to achieve a more sustainable future.

Escalating socio-environmental problems challenge earth system governance 
researchers to go beyond their disciplinary boundaries. To keep earth systems’ 
socio-ecological sustainability given their inherent complexity and cumulative effects 
of past and future environmental change – from climate change and freshwater 
availability to micro plastic pollution – highlights the growing need to engage in 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research. The ability to cross disciplinary 
boundaries, analyse real-world sustainability challenges and opportunities in a way 
that captures system behaviour, and to engage in a two-way collaboration and co-
production of knowledge with non-academic actors, is likely to become increasingly 
important.

The affiliation of the Earth System Governance Project with Future Earth is one 
pathway towards facilitating such interdisciplinary research in which the relationship 
between natural scientific understanding and ambiguity over environmental change 
(and futures) and earth system governance can be scrutinized. These uncertainties and 
ambiguities also point towards the need for transdisciplinary research in which 
different disciplines as well as broader society are included to create more holistic 
knowledge and understanding of earth system governance. Exercises on 
transdisciplinarity could include arts, practice and other ways of knowing. The earth 
system governance community can directly support transdisciplinary research by 
actively drawing non-academic stakeholders into networking activities, encouraging 
the reach of conference sessions and collaborative publications outside of academia, 
and advocating for transdisciplinary activities in the context of other international 
research forums and networks. The partnership of the Earth System Governance 
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Project with Stakeholder Forum for a Sustainable Future is one pathway towards 
increased interaction outside academia.

Although such collaborations can be time consuming and complex, an 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary vision can – and should – drive the next wave of 
earth system governance research. We draw from a variety of research to propose a few 
innovative pathways to help deliver both disciplinary depth and interdisciplinarity and 
transdisciplinarity research for earth system governance (lélé and norGaard, 2005; 
alves et al., 2007; BlaCkWell, Wilson and street, 2009; stüer, hüsiG and Biala, 
2010; adler et al., 2018). These include:

•  Collaborative Arenas: There is a need to develop arenas or spaces (i.e. series of 
workshops, conferences, ‘hackathons’, transformation labs, etc.) where earth 
system governance scholars can explore collaborations across disciplines, and 
with actors beyond the academic sphere. These arenas should be chosen 
strategically to avoid ‘engagement fatigue’, and demonstrate a clear added value to 
the earth system governance community’s ambitions and goals.

•  Capacity and Skills: Fruitful science across disciplinary boundaries requires a 
skill set that often is not taught at university departments. In addition, such 
capacities and skills are often tacit, and require actual engagement and practice 
to refine. The earth system governance community can play a key role as a 
mentoring network, and provide guidance to junior researchers on how to work 
in and negotiate interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research.

•  Creativity and Experimentation: Inter- and transdisciplinary work is risky. It 
takes time, outputs can be vague and may well fail. However, with proper 
leadership, the ability to learn from failure and a commitment to creativity and 
experimentation, such endeavours can be highly enriching. Novel methods (e.g. 
big data and machine learning) and collaboration with unexpected actors (like 
the arts), can provide exciting ways to collaborate across boundaries. The same 
degree of experimentation and creativity is needed in the design for tools and 
frameworks for assessment and evaluation in inter- and transdisciplinary 
research, thereby not only contributing with solutions to the problem at hand but 
also contributing with reflection on the co-created knowledge and its validity and 
legitimacy. Earth system governance is well placed to support such processes 
and, ultimately, to help researchers push scientific boundaries.

The value of transdisciplinarity for earth system governance is that it presents a means 
to define, account for and address problems and their complexity, particularly in 
situations where these are said to be ‘wicked’, thereby demanding a concerted 
consideration for trade-offs in the co-design of solutions, and stretching beyond 
reductionist approaches.
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This section explores the goals and mechanisms of interactions between earth system 
governance research and the broader society of which it is a part. We address what 
these goals are and how they have been and will continue to be pursued, as well as the 
new challenges that this research community faces in light of the contested credibility 
of science. We discuss a range of models for interactions between researchers and 
society, which grow out of a rich tradition of science-policy or scholar-social 
movement interactions, and respond to the growing demand for transparency, 
inclusion and explicit recognition of the positionality of scholars, and increased focus 
on responsible research and innovation (RRI). This section also considers the linkages 
between earth system governance research and researchers and our role as educators 
of the next generation of earth system governance scholars. 
 

6.1 Science-Society Interactions: Goals and Approaches

It is impossible to divorce earth system governance research from its societal context: 
our research priorities, funding systems, methods and epistemologies emerge out of 
this cultural fabric. But as the world changes, the role of science is being questioned by 
some in the public discourse, and evidence accumulates for the breadth and scale of 
human impact on the planet. Earth system governance scholars are tasked with 
reflecting upon their role in supporting, examining and even influencing decision-
making. It is clear that earth system governance research is being challenged by an 
increasingly complex, contested and interlinked global context, and that many of the 
issues that earth system governance researchers will grapple with over the next decade 
will need to be tackled from outside the box of solely the environmental governance 
domain. Earth system governance scholarship addresses rapidly changing issues that 
affect all sectors of society, and should be – and is – engaged with and relevant to 
society. Deepening and refining this relevance, however, is the ongoing task of the 
earth system governance community.

It is clear that a variety of goals for interactions between scholars and society exist, 
ranging from scientific research that examines issues of societal significance, to directly 
advising or influencing decision-making processes, and engaging in social movements 
through support, advocacy and activism. A stark dichotomy between scholars as 
analysts versus scholars as activists no longer captures the rich, iterative interplay that 
characterizes much of the earth system governance research community.

It is difficult to make progress on environmental issues if we don’t also recognize and 
engage with their fundamental interdependence with other social and economic issues. 
There is extensive and growing experience, however, about how major power 
asymmetries can thwart, block or subvert ostensibly open participatory processes in 
various situations (e.g. BrisBois and de loë, 2016). Dealing with this issue might not 
always involve ‘more participation’, but instead demand more thoughtful and savvy 
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approaches to dealing with power imbalances in context-specific ways. This 
unavoidably calls to attention uncomfortable questions of how earth system 
governance researchers recognize, study and act in the face of real and present power 
relations, both in our own work as well as in the kinds of governance solutions that we 
advocate.

Taking note of the increasing emphasis on demonstrating impact by scientific 
institutions and research funders, we propose that a key goal for the earth system 
governance community is to make active contributions to communities of practice. To 
be effective, contributions typically need to be sustained over a longer period of time, 
something which short-term measures of impact may fail to capture.

Another goal is to provide evidence for robust decision-making. There is a potential for 
further engagement of earth system governance scholars and their research findings in 
formal scientific assessments and policy consultation processes, at international, 
national and sub-national levels. Examples include IPCC assessments, submissions to 
UN processes, national policy consultation rounds and local town hall meetings. 
Importantly, though, earth system governance research should not be limited to 
identifying and informing formal decisions, but should also expose and examine 
instances and contexts of informal decision-making and non-decision-making 
(BaChraCh and Baratz, 1963).

Finally, earth system governance scholars are exploring and refining models for public 
engagement that are inclusive, and equitable. Existing ideas about co-design/co-
production/co-dissemination – central to Future Earth, for example – may look very 
different at different scales (e.g. community vs subnational/national vs international 
governance arenas). This may not always be about local level engagement, but many 
other, often more subtle ways of interacting with society are also needed. This might 
also include better identification, targeting and exchange between researchers with the 
earth system governance network and outside entities such as business organizations, 
non-government organizations and also policymakers from both the developing and 
industrialized countries.

In the next phase of earth system governance research and its interaction with society, 
we aim to continue to build on the many opportunities and mechanisms, some of those 
discussed above, to innovate in our understanding and practices, while continually 
striving for critical awareness of how our research interacts with society at different 
scales, sectors and times. Researchers cannot be naïve to adverse impacts on society 
from their work, but we also need to be ever more acutely aware of potential 
misapplications of our work in societal debates, particularly in a so-called ‘post-truth’ 
world and ongoing climate and culture wars in many countries. As a community of 
researchers who study governance and politics of sustainability problems, we aim to be 
critical and conscious of the political interplay of our work in society. The earth system 
governance community will continue to experiment with and capture our diverse 
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experiences regarding interactions of earth system governance research in society in 
order to help our community and the broader social sciences to learn and innovate, 
based on our collective experiences and practices.

6.2 Integrating Earth System Governance Research  
into Education 

Educational processes are fundamental to imagine, understand and help realize just 
and sustainable futures. The growth of undergraduate and graduate programs and 
short-term courses on environmental studies, sustainable development, sustainability 
science and so on provides evidence for the increasing global awareness and demand 
for knowledge and skills to engage in academia, policy or business. Most earth system 
governance research centres and research fellows are linked to universities, which offer 
undergraduate and graduate programmes in these fields. Over the past decade 
(2007-2017), the faculty of these research centres, the staff of the International Project 
Office and earth system governance researchers have been involved in teaching and 
educational activities, including teaching at summer schools as well as short-term 
courses and delivering guest lectures around the world. Semi-plenaries and workshops 
on innovative ways to teach have been held during the annual Earth System 
Governance conferences.

This Science and Implementation Plan pays special attention to teaching and pedagogy 
and calls for more reflection and knowledge exchange on this important dimension of 
our work as scholars. We see teaching as a means to reach out to society and 
contribute, through our students, to building sustainable futures. Moreover, we see 
teaching and learning as horizontal relations, in which there is always mutual learning. 
Students always contribute to knowledge-building processes, as they bring their 
questions, concerns and reflections. Particularly, we need to reflect on the extent to 
which teaching earth system/environmental governance, policy and politics requires 
new approaches to teaching. More specifically, the goal of sustainability education is 
not just for learners to have knowledge, but to take action.

6.2.1 Teaching about Earth System Governance in a Shifting Context
Broad contextual changes need to be considered in teaching earth system governance, 
sustainability and environmental studies in general. Globalization and the 
technological revolutions in the information and communication field result in more 
and rapid information, high mobility and time-space compression. Now there is free 
and abundant information that actors can create, transfer and access globally. In this 
context, classrooms and students are rapidly changing and so are the teachers’ roles. 
So, how can we teach earth system governance in the information age? More 
information does not mean more knowledge (simmons, 2011). The so-called ‘paradox 
of plenty’ – when information is plentiful and accessible yet attention has become 
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scarce (keohane and nye, 1998) – challenges teachers to engage students in a more 
deliberate manner.

New contextual conditions, such as the Anthropocene and diversity, but also inequality 
and the politics of transformation, bring not only new research questions and 
epistemological and ontological challenges but also pedagogical ones. Instructors now 
need to prepare courses that cover interdisciplinarity, complexity, system-thinking, 
problem-driven and solution-oriented contents, and are, above all, inspiring. 
Ultimately, instructors want to provide students with knowledge and motivation, 
which in turn should encourage action. The challenge is to be able to teach inter- and 
transdisciplinarity, interconnectedness and integrative understandings of ecological 
and social systems in a way that is simultaneously place- and planet-based. This 
requires continued innovation with regard to teaching methods that develop critical 
thinking, problem-solving and decision-making skills. The Earth System Governance 
Project aims to continue to strive to make our teaching more meaningful and engaging 
in a way that balances normative and analytical thinking, awareness of the urgent 
threats that we face, and individual and collective wellness. Similarly we will continue 
to aim for earth system governance education to also account for multiple and diverse 
ways of knowing, and imagining diverse sustainable futures.

A number of institutions of higher education have incorporated sustainability 
education (BrUndiers and Wiek, 2011). Sustainability education requires new 
approaches to teaching and learning that foster critical thinking, emotional 
engagement, change of attitudes and behaviour, and problem- and solution-oriented 
research (BrUndiers and Wiek, 2011:108). A concept that comes from the 
sustainability education literature is sustainability literacy. It indicates an individual 
“having the understanding, skills, attitudes and attributes to take informed action for 
the benefit of oneself and others, now and into a long-term future” (diamond and 
irWin, 2012:339). It requires an individual’s “ability and disposition to engage in 
thinking, problem solving, decision making, and actions associated with achieving 
sustainability” (nolet, 2009:421). Teaching innovation is needed to create a society 
with sustainability-literate individuals. Learning approaches that are student-centred 
and that consider students as agents of their own learning processes seem particularly 
well suited in this context. Instead of lectures, instructors use creative approaches both 
inside and outside the classroom.

6.2.2 Methods and Approaches for Earth System  
Governance Education
Environmental and sustainability scholars have used a myriad of active-learning 
approaches that include case-based teaching, simulations, games, movies and 
experiential learning. We provide a list of examples that by no means is exhaustive, but 
aims at stimulating reflection and creativity. Teaching is a science – and also an art.
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Active-learning encompasses a set of student-centred teaching practices that can help 
to overcome classroom attention deficits (inoUe and valença, 2016) and includes 
simulations, role-playing, games and case studies that use written or audio materials, 
films or documentaries, service learning, alternative texts like TV shows, comics and 
other popular culture materials (asal, 2005; Chasek, 2005; kille, 2002; kille, krain 
and lantis, 2008; lantis, kUzma and Boehrer, 2000; lantis, kille and krain 
2010). Simulations, role-playing and games allow teachers to reproduce real-life 
experiences. Thus, besides the traditional cognitive capacities of reading, analysing and 
discussing readings, these approaches engage students through their emotions and 
senses (asal, 2005; Chasek, 2005; kille, 2002; shaW, 2006; shellman and tUran, 
2003).

Case-based instruction has been widely used to teach the concept of sustainability in 
higher education as it encourages engagement in deep discussions around moral 
choices (timPson and holman, 2011). Case studies are also very useful for 
introducing students to complexity, interdisciplinarity and to the interconnections 
between social-cultural-economic and ecological systems. Cases can be found on the 
web, there are journals specializing in cases in environmental politics, and people can 
design cases according to their learning goals. Earth System Governance scholars have 
also used simulations to teach students about the complexities and puzzles of 
multilateral environmental agreements negotiations.

Experiential learning refers to learning through experience. Fahs (2015) and Nicholson 
and Wapner (2015) use experiential learning to make students reflect on waste and 
consumption patterns. They require students to complete a ‘trash-bag’ assignment, 
which asks students to collect the rubbish they personally produce and carry the bag of 
rubbish with them at all times during a certain period. The purpose includes three 
goals for students, 1) to be aware of their personal production of rubbish and the 
political dynamics of who ultimately handles one’s waste, 2) to encourage discussions 
around rubbish generation and disposal and 3) to focus attention on the relationship 
between their own behaviours and choices and larger global issues, such as climate 
change (Fahs, 2015:32).

Problem-based learning is a focused, experiential learning approach that addresses a 
specific problem through investigation and explanation often through use of small 
collaborative groups (hmelo-silver, 2004:236). With the teamwork approach students 
work to create a solution for a problem as a group. Korkmaz and Singh (2012) advocate 
using team projects to teach the concept of sustainability. They find “that integrated 
student teams produce more comprehensive outputs for sustainable projects” 
(korkmaz and sinGh, 2012:290). Additionally, they report certain variables are 
meaningful in project performance including “project communication, information 
exchange, experience, reliance, trust, and value sharing” (korkmaz and sinGh, 
2012:293). Most importantly, the teamwork approach supports interdisciplinary 
“leadership, teamwork, and communication” (korkmaz and sinGh, 2012:294).
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The Bicycle Revolution1 is a problem-based experiential learning undergraduate course 
facilitated by Paul Steinberg2. It involves riding bicycles in urban settings to explore the 
challenge of creating bike-friendly cities and the politics of social change. Each week 
the professor and students ride along bike routes meeting local officials and advocacy 
groups. A major goal is empowerment – understood as the belief that one can make a 
difference – and a passion for doing so, as well as a clear understanding of the 
strategies that such endeavour requires. The students have assigned readings on social 
change, listen to stories of successful change, interact with advocates and decision 
makers, and immerse themselves in action arenas. The course spawns new 
relationships between the college and surrounding communities, among community 
leaders across and within communities. The words that summarize the impacts of the 
course are engagement, learning and sheer inspiration3.

Considering the urgency, complexity and scale of the planetary socio-environmental 
changes, a number of scholars have argued that solely cognitive pedagogical 
approaches tend to generate fatalism and paralysis (liFtin, 2016:115), or that we need 
to change our understandings of who we are as a species and how we fit in the broader, 
more-than-human world (WaPner, 2016:68). Moreover, we, as scholars, should help 
our students to imagine diverse and just sustainable futures. Contemplative approaches 
to sustainability education consider students as whole persons and not disembodied 
minds (liFtin, 2016:116), complex beings with bodies and hearts as well as minds 
(WaPner, 2016:68).

Contemplative practices include journaling, meditation, yoga or any exercise that 
creates spaces for pause, silence, self-awareness, sense of sufficiency, exploration of 
emotions and creativity, allowing students to go beyond singular problem-solving into 
expansive orientations (liFtin, 2016; WaPner, 2016). In pedagogical terms, the 
classroom is a place where intersubjectivity balances the inwardness of contemplative 
enquiry (liFtin, 2016:117), and where contemplative pedagogy can contribute to 
sharpening the pursuit of understanding, and to questioning what counts as 
knowledge, the purpose of education and the place of the self in scholarly enquiry 
(WaPner, 2016:72).

Fast global transformations, growing inequality within and among societies, and 
diversity in ways of being and knowing, as well as the Anthropocene’s planetary 
changes and the information revolution, require teachers to be more creative and to 
engage students in the classroom and beyond. Considering these contextual changes 
and the need to foster sustainability education, the Earth System Governance Project 
encourages new teaching practices that develop critical thinking, cultivate self-
awareness, are inspirational and promote transformational action.

1 See https://thebicyclerevolution.org/, accessed Nov 14, 2017 
2 Text written based on questions answered by Paul Steinberg, email Nov 13, 2017. 
3  The experience was captured by a team of documentary filmmakers at the Claremont Colleges, United States.  

(The trailer is available at https://thebicyclerevolution.org/see-the-film/.)
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This section describes the organization of the earth system governance network and 
how the International Project Office will continue to serve the earth system governance 
research community. It identifies general activities for the coming decade that will 
achieve the goal of creating an enabling environment for earth system governance 
research; for ideas to be cultivated, for collaborations and networking to flourish and 
for research impact to be leveraged. This Science and Implementation Plan will be 
complemented with shorter-term action plans developed by the Scientific Steering 
Committee in consultation with the community.

7.1 Organization

A research programme on earth system governance requires a particular research 
practice. The study of earth system governance encompasses all the world’s regions and 
must be internationally organized to make use of local knowledge, values and insights. 
Diversity within the research community together with strong networking is a 
prerequisite for studying earth system governance. A research programme on earth 
system governance hence requires a global approach to the organization of research. 
This section outlines the practical aspects of this research programme: the governance 
and institutionalization of the study of governance and institutions.

The Earth System Governance Project is an  
autonomous, international, interdisciplinary research alliance of  

individual researchers and academic institutions 
 

The Earth System Governance Project was established as a core project of the 
International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change 
(IHDP) in 2009. In its first decade, it evolved from a traditional research project into its 
current alliance structure, which is characterized by the dense network of connections 
between individual researchers, a stable growing base of institutional partners and 
continuous efforts to innovate research practice and research organization to meet the 
academic and institutional challenges of earth system governance research.

Building on and leveraging small but stable base funding for the International Project 
Office (2009-2010 IHDP; 2011-2018 Lund University; and from 2019 Utrecht 
University) the Earth System Governance Research Alliance is decentrally funded 
predominantly through funding acquired in competitive calls from national and 
international research funding agencies.
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7.1.1 People
The Earth System Governance Research Alliance reflects the interdisciplinary, 
international and multi-scale challenge of developing effective systems of governance 
to ensure sustainable development. It draws on support from many of the most 
prominent scientists in the field, along with numerous PhD students, early-career to 
mid-career researchers, and is open to all scientists who are engaged in research on the 
governance of environmental change at all levels. For the next phase of earth system 
governance research, we will identify priority research communities to interact more 
intensively with (e.g. computer science, biotechnology, anthropology).

Scientific Steering Committee
The network operates under the direction of a Scientific Steering Committee. The role 
of the Scientific Steering Committee is to guide implementation of the Earth System 
Governance Science and Implementation Plan. Members serve for a limited term, and 
new members are appointed by the committee, taking into account the academic 
standing and potential contribution to the project of individual members as well as an 
overall balanced composition of the committee in terms of disciplines, geographical 
backgrounds, gender and seniority.

Lead Faculty
The Earth System Governance Lead Faculty is a small group of scientists of highest 
international reputation who take (shared) responsibility for the development of 
research on particular elements of the research agenda, for example by convening task 
forces. The Lead Faculty is the academic backbone of the Earth System Governance 
Project. Members are invited by the Scientific Steering Committee taking into account 
academic criteria while striving for geographical, disciplinary and gender balance.

Senior Research Fellows and Research Fellows
Senior research fellows are senior scientists and faculty members who seek to link their 
own research with the broader themes and questions of earth system governance, and 
co-lead activities within the Earth System Governance Project. Research fellows are 
early to mid-level career scientists who seek to link their own research with the 
broader themes and questions of earth system governance. Through a bottom-up, 
dynamic and active network, senior research fellows and research fellows collaborate 
on research, debate ideas and disseminate information on relevant events and 
opportunities in the field. Any interested researcher with relevant research activities or 
interest can apply to become a research fellow. Regional coordinators seek to 
strengthen the network and support dissemination of information and opportunities.

7.1.2 Places
A core element of the network is the Global Alliance of Earth System Governance 
Research Centres. These Centres in Africa, Asia, Australia, the Americas and Europe 
are research hubs that support the implementation of specific parts of the Earth 
System Governance Science and Implementation Plan and act as focal points for earth 
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system governance research in their geographical and thematic area. In addition, 
strong networks on earth system governance research exist in many countries and 
regions in addition to or in lieu of a Research Centre. Research Centres have, or 
potentially will (co-) host the annual Conference on Earth System Governance, and an 
emerging role of the Research Centres is in teaching earth system governance.

7.1.3 Projects
Task Forces
Through task forces, the Earth System Governance Project seeks to push the frontiers 
of research in specific areas of its research agenda. Task forces are led by the Lead 
Faculty or senior research fellows, with numerous research fellows participating. Task 
forces are open for all and often interact with other research communities, organizing 
events, webinars and publications, and facilitating research all over the world.

Affiliated Projects
Affiliated projects are research efforts relevant to advancing the earth system 
governance research agenda, undertaken by earth system governance researchers. 
Affiliated projects interact closely with the Earth System Governance Project but are 
not under the guidance of the Scientific Steering Committee. Usually, these are 
traditional research projects and research consortia funded by national funding 
agencies.

Research Projects
The Earth System Governance Project occasionally develops or facilitates smaller-scale 
research projects and research consultancies that are managed directly by the project 
through its International Project Office. These projects are smaller in scope and 
community involvement, and more oriented to specific deliverables than the broad 
dynamic task forces, and more closely integrated than the affiliated projects. Hence 
such projects can be developed and steered to strategically benefit the Earth System 
Governance Project and in particular generate opportunities for earth system 
governance research fellows. Careful further development of this portfolio could 
strengthen the impact and strategic directions of the Earth System Governance 
Project.

7.1.4 The International Project Office
The International Project Office is the focal point for management and administration, 
as well as for the communication and network development efforts of the Earth System 
Governance Project. The office with a small staff is headed by the executive director. 
From 2009 until 2011 the office was hosted at IHDP in Bonn, Germany and between 
2011 and 2018 by Lund University, Sweden. From 2019, Utrecht University, the 
Netherlands, will host the office.
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7.1.5 Stakeholder Forum for a Sustainable Future
In 2017, the Earth System Governance Project joined forces with Stakeholder Forum 
for a Sustainable Future in a global partnership to jointly work towards better 
governance for global sustainability. The aim of the partnership is to strengthen 
understanding of transformative governance for sustainability through integrating 
scientific research and multi-stakeholder advocacy. The partnership will strengthen the 
evidence base of the multi-stakeholder processes facilitated by Stakeholder Forum, and 
the impact of the novel policy solutions that are developed by researchers from the 
Earth System Governance Project. Management of Stakeholder Forum is integrated in 
the Earth System Governance International Project Office.

7.1.6 Annual Conference on Earth System Governance
The annual conferences on Earth System Governance are mid-size annual events of 
about 200-450 international participants. Each conference has a clear thematic focus 
that allows for intensive exchange and discussion. Conference themes are selected with 
a view to bringing new and emerging topics to the global debate, thus ensuring the 
continuous innovative thrust of the conference series. The series of conferences has 
become a landmark in the calendar of the earth system research community. 
Conferences have been held in Amsterdam (2007 and 2009), Colorado (2011), Lund 
(2012 and 2017), Tokyo (2013), Norwich (2014), Canberra (2015), Nairobi (2016) and 
Utrecht (2018).

7.2 Enabling Environment

The earth system governance network is unique in its mixture of levels of researchers, 
from students to emeritus professors, the scope of disciplines that it covers, as well as 
the inclusive approach it uses in its development of research activities. Taking into 
account the existing organization described above, the earth system governance 
network will continue to provide opportunities for affiliated researchers to catalyse 
research initiatives in response to emerging research problems and needs for 
knowledge generation and synthesis. These initiatives include the established forms of 
projects outlined above, but the next phase of earth system governance research will 
also consider new forms of research collaborations and interactions with society.

With more rapid earth system change, we expect that the empirical context of the 
earth system governance network will remain dynamic. This dynamism could involve 
rapid response to myriad issues unfolding at different scales, such as extreme weather 
events, technological innovation and deployment, shocks and crises in global supply 
chains, institutional and political breakthroughs, ecological and socio-economic 
tipping points as well as creeping changes in demographics. The accelerating nature of 
change requires that the Earth System Governance Research Alliance remains flexible 
and continues to provide a facilitating and enabling environment. The rise of digital 
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developments and social media in academia and scientific publishing has facilitated 
improved communication around new topics, self-organization of scholars (and 
practitioners) and enhanced the creation of networks. The Earth System Governance 
Project will continue to innovate, test and reap benefits from these digital 
developments.

Building on the international reach of the network, including through its Research 
Centres around the world, the network will strive to become further globalized. 
Inclusiveness towards less well-represented regions remains a priority, which will be 
further pursued, inter alia, through the location of annual conferences.

In addition, the Earth System Governance Project in its next phase acknowledges the 
need to facilitate meetings and exchanges between people who want to connect within 
or through the network with no or low-carbon travel or to facilitate access to people 
with limited travelling resources. To this end, the network will explore remote 
participation in its activities, for example via webinars and online reading groups. As 
we consider face-to-face interaction very important, however, the Earth System 
Governance Project also encourages the physical involvement of its members, 
particularly in the annual conferences.

Contributing to the creation of an enabling environment, the Research Alliance will 
use several tools such as, regular communication from the International Programme 
Office about ongoing and upcoming activities, through existing means like newsletters 
and social media channels and any novel means that may emerge. Such information 
sharing and awareness raising is a prerequisite for effective collaboration and 
coordination.

To enable scientific discussion and joint learning, the Earth System Governance 
Project will continue to organize, facilitate and endorse different kinds of meetings:

•  Annual conferences, as high-level gatherings of earth system governance 
researchers from all over the world, are important occasions to learn about 
research that is going on, to network with peers and to find ways to collaborate. 
To globalize the network, special attention will be paid to encouraging and 
facilitating the presence of researchers from developing countries.

•  Regional meetings, as ways to ensure the regional relevance of the earth system 
governance research agenda and facilitate regional interactions. These meetings 
will continue to be organized on demand.

•  Endorsed events, organized by specific research projects and groups of scholars. 
These have mutual benefits for the earth system governance network and event 
organizers, by ensuring a connection to and implementation of the Earth System 
Governance Science and Implementation Plan and better outreach before and 
after the event through the network.
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•  The promotion of earth system governance research networks targeting early-
career scholars for their professional development will continue, potentially 
through more structured mentoring schemes. We expect this to contribute to the 
goal of globalizing the network, when taking place across regions and academic 
traditions.

•  Another means to promote professional development is the development of short 
courses or summer schools/workshops on topics that bridge the research agenda 
and practical skills of researchers. Such topics could address issues such as 
teaching, how to plan and implement interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary 
research, science communication, fundraising and proposal-writing, or diverse 
methods.

•  Hosting and coordinating publication series is another way of enabling 
communication and collaboration within and outside of the earth system 
governance network, such as the book series on Earth System Governance with 
the MIT Press and Cambridge University Press, as well as the Earth System 
Governance journal with Elsevier. The landscape of scientific publishing is 
changing fast, with an exponential increase in the number of peer-reviewed 
articles published and new journals established. Calls and requirements for 
open-access publishing are becoming more common and, for that reason, the 
flagship journal Earth System Governance has been made fully open access for all 
articles. We expect that it will become more important for the network to keep 
abreast of these changes and identify the best opportunities for high-quality and 
impactful publication practices.
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